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Abstract

U.S. inflation has recently surged, with inflation reaching its highest readings since
the early 1980s. We examine the drivers of this rise in inflation, focusing on supply
chain disruptions, labor supply constraints, and their interaction. Using a calibrated
two-sector New Keynesian DSGE model with multiple factors of production, foreign
competition, and endogenous markups, we find that supply chain disruptions combined
with a rise in the disutility of work raised inflation by about 2 percentage points in
the 2021-22 period. We show that the combined shock increased price inflation in the
model by 0.6 percentage point more than it would have risen if the shocks had hit sep-
arately. This amplification arises because the joint shock to labor and imported input
prices makes substituting between labor and intermediates less effective for domestic
firms. Moreover, the simultaneous foreign competition shock allows domestic producers
to increase their pass-through into prices without losing market share. We then show
that the benefit of aggressive monetary policy in the model depends on the source of
the rise in inflation. If the rise in inflation is demand-driven, then aggressive mone-
tary tightening can contain inflation without a recession later. In contrast, aggressive
policy can have a large negative effect on the labor market when inflation is driven
by supply chain and labor market disruptions. We use detailed industry-level data on
producer prices, wages, and input prices to provide corroborating evidence for the key
amplification channels in the model.
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1 Introduction

So we have now experienced an extraordinary series of shocks if you think about
it. The pandemic, the response, the reopening, inflation, followed by the war in
Ukraine, followed by shutdowns in China, the war in Ukraine potentially having
effects for years here. [...] You couldn’t get this kind of inflation without a change
on the supply side, which is there for anybody to see, which is these blockages and
shortages and people dropping out of the labor force and things like that.
Chair Powell—Press Conference on June 15, 2022

U.S. inflation has recently surged with annual CPI inflation reaching 9.1 percent in June
2022, its highest reading since November 1981, as Figure 1a shows. Many policymakers
have attributed this high and persistent level of inflation to supply chain pressures related
to several unprecedented developments, such as the COVID-19 pandemic and the war in
Ukraine, coupled with a very tight labor market as the unemployment rate retreated back
to its pre-pandemic level in fewer than three years (see quote above). To illustrate how the
post-COVID recovery differs from earlier expansions, Figure 1b shows the increase in the
core CPI price index for the past six expansions, starting at the quarter with the peak level
of unemployment of the preceding recession. Price growth in the most recent expansion
is markedly higher than in the expansions of the 1990s or 2000s: ten quarters after peak
unemployment in 2020:Q2, prices have grown by more than 12 percent, following a trajectory
similar to the 1980s expansion rather than the most recent past.

In this paper, we examine how supply chain disruptions and labor supply constraints
have contributed to the recent rise of inflation.1 We consider three shocks to capture these
forces: first, supply chain bottlenecks have led to an increase in the prices of imported
intermediate inputs, driving up firms’ marginal costs and contributing to price increases, in
particular in the goods sector.2 Second, supply chain pressures affected U.S. firms’ foreign
competitors as well, forcing them to raise their prices and allowing domestic firms to pass
through price increases to customers without losing market share. Third, workers’ willingness
to work declined and there was a rise in reservation wages, defined as the minimum wage
that individuals require to work.3 The decline in labor supply led to a rapid tightening of the

1For anecdotal evidence, see NY Times Daily Business Briefing: Supply Chain Snags Continued to Drive
Up Prices in December, January 12, 2022 and NY Times: Could Wages and Prices Spiral Upward in America?
February 17, 2022.

2For example, Amiti et al. (2021) and LaBelle and Santacreu (2022) document that higher import prices
were associated with higher producer prices for U.S. output in the recent period.

3See for example Crump et al. (2022) and Faberman et al. (2022). Reservation wage increases are
documented in the Survey of Consumer Expectations (SCE) of the NYFed: https://www.newyorkfed.org
/microeconomics/sce/labor#/expectations-job-search16.
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Figure 1: CPI Inflation

(a) Time Series of CPI Inflation
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(b) Core CPI Price Growth in Expansions
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Source: BLS and authors’ calculations. Note: The left figure plots the annual rate of CPI inflation. The right figure plots the
cumulative core CPI price growth (All items less food and energy, seasonally adjusted) against time, starting at the quarter of
peak unemployment of a given recession, for the past six expansions.

labor market and worker shortages, contributing to high wage inflation and price pressures
particularly in services.

A careful analysis of the role played by the different forces on goods and services in-
flation requires a framework with multiple factors of production, simultaneous cost shocks,
and multiple sectors. In the first part of the paper, we therefore develop a two-sector New
Keynesian model that allows for shocks to import prices, foreign competitors’ prices, and
workers’ disutility of labor. Firms can substitute between domestic labor and intermediate
inputs, which are in turn a combination of domestic and foreign inputs that are also sub-
stitutable. The substitution margins in our model reduce the effect of an individual cost
shock on overall marginal costs, since firms can shift away from any factor experiencing an
isolated cost increase (see, e.g., Feenstra et al. (2018)). However, when multiple cost shocks
hit at the same time, the scope for substitution is diminished, amplifying the cost pass-
through into inflation. To capture the effect of foreign competition on firms’ price setting,
our model considers a finite number of domestic and foreign producers, which compete in
a framework as in Atkeson and Burstein (2008). Markups are variable in this framework,
and domestic firms have more pricing power at times when foreign competitors also experi-
ence cost pressures since they can raise prices without losing market share. We assume that
firms in only the “Goods” sector are subject to foreign competition in their domestic output
market, while firms in the “Services” sector compete only domestically. The goods sector
also exhibits a lower labor share than services (and hence a higher intermediates share),
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and accounts for a smaller share in the final consumption basket. These sectoral differences
generate heterogeneous responses of inflation across the two sectors.

In the second part of the paper, we calibrate the model to U.S. data and use it to study the
effects of supply chain disruptions and labor shortages on inflation. We capture supply chain
disruptions by two shocks: first, a 16 percent shock to imported intermediate input prices,
calibrated to approximately match the observed increase of these prices in the data. Second,
a marginal cost shock to foreign competitors, which we set to match U.S. firms’ marginal
cost increase. This shock delivers a roughly stable market share of foreign competitors. To
proxy labor supply shocks, we use a labor disutility shock that reduces potential hours by 0.3
percentage points, which mimics the negative effects of the pandemic on the participation
rate estimated by Hobijn and Şahin (2022). Our quantitative analysis shows that these three
shocks together increase aggregate consumer price inflation by 2 percentage points and wage
inflation by 4 percentage points. These are sizeable effects on wage and price inflation.

Our model allows us to investigate the mechanisms by which the shocks contribute to the
inflation surge. We obtain three key insights. First, the input price shock prompts firms to
substitute from imported inputs towards domestic suppliers. This shift generates demand for
domestic labor and puts upward pressure on wages even without any separate shock to the
labor market. This substitution effect due to supply chain disruptions generates both wage
and price inflation of about 0.5 percentage points. Second, the foreign competitor shock
shifts production from foreign producers to domestic ones, increasing domestic demand for
inputs and labor. We refer to this mechanism as the foreign competition effect. Lastly, the
combination of supply chain shocks and labor disutility shock creates an amplified effect on
inflation: the shocks increase wage inflation by 1 percentage point and price inflation by
0.6 percentage point more than they would have increased if the shocks had hit separately.
This amplification arises because the joint shock to labor and imported input prices makes
substituting between labor and intermediates less effective for domestic firms. Moreover, the
simultaneous foreign competition shock allows domestic producers to increase their pass-
through into prices without losing market share.

While supply chain bottlenecks and labor supply disruptions have had a sizeable impact
on inflation, recent work has stressed the additional role of demand-side factors in contribut-
ing to the price increases (e.g., Di Giovanni et al. (2022, 2023), De Soyres et al. (2023)).
The pandemic period was accompanied by a stark shift in consumption from services to
goods, increasing the goods share in personal consumption expenditures from 36 percent
before the pandemic to a peak of 42 percent in 2020 and about 38 percent recently. This
shift in consumption patterns was accompanied by a large fiscal expansion in the U.S. due
to stimulus payments. To capture these shifts, we calibrate a goods-favored demand shock
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that also generates a 2 percentage point increase of inflation. We then analyze the effec-
tiveness of aggressive monetary policy in addressing inflation when it is either supply- or
demand-driven.

Our simulations show that while the rise in inflation is the same in both experiments, the
benefit of aggressive monetary policy depends on the source of the rise in inflation. On the
one hand, for the demand-driven inflation experiment it is better to raise interest rates early,
i.e., to be ahead of the curve, to contain inflation early on. This policy can avoid relatively
high interest rates later and avoids an associated recession. For the supply-driven inflation
experiment with supply chain disruptions and labor disutility shocks, on the other hand, a
less aggressive policy is advantageous. The supply shocks generate a substantial boost in
labor demand due to the substitution towards domestic inputs, which raises labor demand
by about 7 percent in our baseline. If the central bank follows a more aggressive policy
rule, the economy contracts and the boost to labor demand is substantially diminished. Our
policy implications are somewhat similar to Harding et al. (2022), who argue that the policy
trade-off to stabilize inflation becomes larger as baseline inflation increases. In our case, the
trade-off is larger if supply constraints are important for the ramp-up in inflation.

In the final part of the paper, we provide corroborating evidence for the key correlations
of the model using industry-level price and wage data. We obtain prices at the 6-digit
NAICS level from the Producer Price Index (PPI), covering 530 industries for 2013-2021.4

We construct industry wages using average weekly earnings from the Quarterly Census of
Employment and Wages (QCEW). We compute an industry’s imported input price index
from the import prices of all industries supplying a given industry, using the BEA’s input-
output matrix, and compute domestic input prices analogously. We analyze the goods and
the services sector separately.

We first provide evidence supporting the substitution effect. We run regressions of changes
in industry-level employment on changes in input prices, and show that input price changes
are positively correlated with industry employment changes. We also find a positive cor-
relation between changes in input prices and wage growth. These correlations support the
argument that firms substitute towards labor when input prices increase, in line with the
substitution mechanism.

We then turn to the foreign competition effect. Our model implies a structural equation
that links producer price changes to changes in competitors’ prices and to changes in marginal
costs. Changes in marginal costs reflect changes in input prices and wages in excess of
productivity improvements. We estimate a reduced-form version of this equation in our

4We rely on the PPI instead of the CPI because the mapping between international products and domestic
industry categories is only available for PPI industry categories and not for the CPI.
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industry-level data and analyze how the pass-through coefficients have changed in the recent
period. We show that U.S. firms’ prices have become more correlated with changes in
foreign competitors’ prices in 2021. In the pre-COVID period, a 10 percent rise in foreign
competitors’ prices was associated with a 0.5 percent increase of the producer prices of U.S.
firms in an industry with the average import share of 31 percent. This correlation increased
to 2 percent in 2021. This result is consistent with foreign producers experiencing a similar
shock as domestic ones, which allowed domestic firms to raise their prices by more.

We finally provide supporting evidence for amplification by examining the pass-through
of wage changes and intermediate input price changes into producer prices. In the pre-
COVID period, a 10 percent increase in intermediate input prices in the goods sector was
associated with a producer price increase of 2.4 percent. We find virtually zero pass-through
from wages to prices in the goods sector in that period.5 In contrast, in 2021 a 10 percent
increase in intermediate input prices and wages yielded U.S. producer price increases of
3.9 and 1.4 percent, respectively. This increase in the correlation between input costs and
producer prices is consistent with amplification, as the simultaneous arrival of shocks raised
the producer price increase to a given shock. We test for amplification directly by including
in our regression an interaction between the change in intermediate input prices and the
change in wages. We find a strong complementarity between the two: pass-through from
wages to prices is 1.9 percentage points higher for every 1 percentage point increase in input
prices, consistent with the model.

Related Literature. Our paper is closely related to recent work on drivers of inflation
dynamics in the post-COVID period and macroeconomic effects of supply chain disruptions.
Di Giovanni et al. (2022) show that supply chain pressures and labor shortages have con-
tributed to higher inflation in both the Euro area and the U.S. in the recent period, and
analyze these effects through an input-output network. Bunn et al. (2022) and Ball et al.
(2022) find that energy prices and shortages of labor and materials were important drivers
of the rise in inflation both in the UK and the US. Crump et al. (2022) re-examine the
Phillips curve for the recent period and project underlying inflation to remain high due to
strong wage growth. Our modeling strategy is similar to Harding et al. (2022) who also
consider a nonlinear DSGE model to study recent inflation dynamics. They argue that all
shocks transmit stronger to inflation when inflation is surging. In particular, they find that
cost-push shocks are amplified in booms and muted in recessions—a result that is supported
with our industry-level empirical analysis. Our work is also related to studies estimating

5This finding is consistent with Heise et al. (2022), who do not find significant pass-through of wage
changes to prices for the manufacturing sector between 2003 and 2016.
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components of the Phillips curve using cross-sectional data, such as Beraja et al. (2019) and
Hazell et al. (2021). We use heterogeneity across industries to estimate the pass-through of
wage and input prices on producer prices.

We also build on a recent literature that emphasized the global nature of inflation dy-
namics. Several studies such as Forbes (2019), Obstfeld (2019) and Heise et al. (2022) argue
that foreign competition and firms’ ability to outsource have weakened the link between wage
pressures and prices in the U.S. over the past two decades. This substitution mechanism has
also been highlighted by Elsby et al. (2013) and Feenstra et al. (2018), and has been used to
explain the low inflation in the U.S. and the decline in the labor share. Relatedly, Heise et al.
(2022) show that the lack of goods inflation in the U.S. in the last two decades can be linked
to increased foreign competition that constrained firms’ ability to pass through domestic
wage shocks. We view pandemic-related disruptions as a partial reversal of these disinfla-
tionary factors in the economy and argue that large and simultaneous inflationary shocks to
both labor and intermediate inputs contributed to the rise in inflation and overheating in
the labor market in the recent period.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 documents some aggregate facts
regarding behavior of inflation, import prices, and wages. Section 3 introduces our New
Keynesian DSGE model, which we calibrate and analyze quantitatively in Section 4. We
derive a structural estimating equation in Section 5, which we take to industry-level data in
Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes.

2 Why is This Time Different?

The pick-up of inflation after nearly three decades of subdued price increases has surprised
many. In this section, we document three main differences in the evolution of important
aggregates in the 2020-2022 period compared to earlier expansions. First, goods inflation,
which averaged almost around zero in the last two decades, accounted for roughly half of the
rise in inflation in 2021. Second, there has been a sharp rise in both wages and input prices
in the current period that far exceeds earlier expansions. Lastly, there has been a sizeable
shift in consumer spending towards goods.

Re-emergence of Goods Inflation. The left panel of Figure 2 shows the evolution of the
core consumer price index for goods (core goods CPI) in the U.S. starting from the business
cycle trough for each of the past six economic expansions. As the figure shows, the pick-up
in core goods prices in the current expansion is the strongest across all expansions, including
even the 1970s and the 1980s expansions. After only ten quarters since the unemployment
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Figure 2: Evolution of Cumulative Core Goods and Services CPI Inflation
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(b) Core Services
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Source: BLS and authors’ calculations. Note: The left panel plots the cumulative core goods CPI price growth (All items less
food and energy, seasonally adjusted) against time, starting at the quarter of peak unemployment of a given expansion. The
right panel plots the cumulative core services price growth (All items less energy services) against time.

peak, goods prices have risen by 18 percent. The right panel of Figure 2 shows the analogous
figure for core services. The pick-up in services prices is significant but more modest initially.
The rise in goods prices stands in contrast to the typical inflation dynamics in the last 20
years, which were characterized by procyclical services price inflation and essentially no pick-
up in goods prices despite declining unemployment (see, Heise et al. (2022)). On the contrary,
goods inflation picked up briskly in 2021 and far exceeded services inflation. Services inflation
has accelerated recently while goods prices have started to moderate.

Wages and Input Prices Have Risen Sharply. Two important factors that are often
referred to as the drivers of high inflation in the post-COVID period are strong wage growth
and rising input prices, caused by supply chain bottlenecks. Table 1 shows the average four
quarter change of different variables during the past four expansions. In row 1, we present
wage growth from the Employment Cost Index (ECI), a measure of labor costs that includes
benefits and takes into account compositional shifts in industry and occupation. According
to the ECI, average four-quarter wage growth in the most recent expansion was 4.5 percent,
exceeding the previous three expansions by about 1-2 percentage points. Row 2 shows the
four quarter growth in import prices from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). Import
prices have grown at a rate of around 6 percent recently. However, import prices combine
both intermediate inputs and final goods. The third row therefore focuses on imported
intermediate inputs, specifically industrial supplies, such as metals, rubber, chemicals, and
so on. These inputs are especially important because when the price of inputs increases,
these costs are passed onto the prices of the goods that use them. The price of imported
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Table 1: Wage and Input Price Growth

Average 4-Quarter Change

1992:Q2- 2003:Q2- 2009:Q4- 2020:Q2-
2000:Q4 2006:Q4 2019:Q3 2022:Q4

(1) Wage Growth (ECI) 3.5% 3.2% 2.3% 4.5%

(2) Import prices (excl. petroleum) −0.1% 2.5% 0.2% 5.7%

(3) - Industrial supplies excl. petroleum 1.5% 9.5 % 0.6% 20.0%

(4) Intermediate PPI (excl. food and energy) 1.4% 6.1% 1.4% 16.0%

(5) Core CPI 2.6% 2.2% 1.9% 5.3%

Source: BLS and authors’ calculations. Notes: Table shows the average 4-quarter change in the listed variable for each of
the past four economic expansions shown in the header.

industrial supplies has grown at a rate of about 20 percent in the current expansion, far
higher than in the previous periods.

A rise in import prices affects domestic producers both by raising their marginal costs
(due to higher imported intermediate prices) and due to a competition effect. Since foreign
producers are increasing their prices, domestic firms can raise prices without losing market
share. Consistent with these two forces, row 4 shows the average price growth for domestically
produced intermediate inputs from the core Producer Price Index (PPI) for intermediates,
which excludes food and energy inputs. The average input price growth in the most recent
expansion was 16 percent, significantly higher than in the previous expansions.

Consumption share of goods increased relative to services. A defining feature of
the pandemic period was the stark shift in the composition of consumption from services to
goods. The lockdowns which have been followed by a still ongoing period of extended remote
work triggered a shift away from services such at restaurants, travel, and entertainment to
durable goods. Figure 3 shows the share of real personal consumption expenditures that
is attributed to goods since 1970. This share was at around 36% before the pandemic and
peaked at 42% in 2020. Since then it has declined but still is 2 percentage points above
its pre-pandemic level. Given the differences in goods and services production and the
differential role of imports in these two categories of consumption, this shift is an important
factor in understanding inflationary developments. Imported goods account for about one
third of manufactured goods consumption, while services are mostly produced domestically.
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Figure 3: Consumption Share of Goods
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Taking stock. The behavior of inflation following the pandemic recession has been an
exception to the subdued inflationary environment the U.S. experienced since the 1990s.
Moreover, the composition of inflation was different with goods inflation leading the infla-
tionary pressures. The pandemic also triggered a reversal in the declining trend of goods
share in consumption. These inflationary pressures were accompanied by stark increases in
input prices, global disruptions in supply chains, and a rapid tightening of the labor market.
We next develop a model to evaluate how these joint shocks have contributed to the drastic
surge in inflation.

3 A New Keynesian DSGE Model with Two Sectors and

Import Competition

Our starting point is the standard New Keynesian DSGE model with two sectors: goods
and services. The goods sector has a lower labor share than services, and is subject to
foreign competition while all services are provided by domestic firms. We allow for strategic
interactions between firms by assuming that there is only a finite number of firms as in
Heise et al. (2022). On the production side, we assume that labor and intermediate inputs
are combined via a CES production function. Intermediates are in turn a CES aggregate
of domestic and foreign inputs. This structure allows for substitution between the different
production factors.

The economy consists of four sets of agents. Households consume final consumption
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goods provided by a perfectly competitive final output firm. This firm aggregates differ-
entiated products from two sectors: the goods-producing sector, which we also refer to as
manufacturing, and services. The final output firm sources differentiated products from
monopolistically competitive retailers subject to Rotemberg pricing frictions. Retailers ag-
gregate inputs from a continuum of industries. Finally, the industries are populated by a
finite number of producers, which combine labor and an intermediate input to produce a dif-
ferentiated product. The intermediate input is produced using imported intermediates and
domestic intermediates produced in a roundabout production structure. We next describe
these building blocks of the model in more detail.

3.1 The Household Sector

The household side follows closely Smets and Wouters (2003). There is a continuum of
households, indexed by τ . Households supply differentiated labor at nominal wage W s,τ

t to
the goods and services sectors, indexed by s ∈ {M,S}. Each household τ maximizes the
present discounted value of utility given by:

E0

∞∑
t=0

Bt0U τ
t ,

where Bt0 indicates the discount factor, which is defined as Bt0 =
∏t−1

t′=0 βt′ with the convention
B0
0 = 1. The discount factor follows the exogenous process

ln(βt+1) = (1− ωβ) ln(β) + ωβ ln(βt) + ϵβt+1,

where β is the discount factor in steady state and ϵβt is a discount factor shock.
Household τ ’s period utility is

U τ (Cτ
t , ℓ

M,τ
t , ℓS,τt ) =

1

1− σ
(Cτ

t −Ht)
1−σ − κMt

1 + φ
(ℓM,τ
t )1+φ − κSt

1 + φ
(ℓS,τt )1+φ.

In this equation, Cτ
t is the household’s consumption, σ > 0 is the coefficient of relative risk

aversion, φ > 0 is the inverse of the Frisch elasticity of labor supply, and Ht = hCt−1 is the
habit stock of the household. The labor supply is additively separable across the two sectors
and given by ℓs,τt for sector s. The parameters κst govern the disutility of labor and follow
an exogenous process

κst+1 = (1− ωκ)κ
s + ωκκ

s
t + ϵκ,st+1, (1)

where κs is the disutility parameter in steady state and ϵκ,st is a labor disutility shock in
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sector s.
Households maximize their consumption subject to the intertemporal budget constraint

Cτ
t Pf,t + btB

τ
t +Qt+1A

τ
t+1 ≤ WM,τ

t ℓM,τ
t +W S,τ

t ℓS,τt +Bτ
t−1 + Aτt + Pf,tΠ

τ
t ,

where Pf,t is the price index of the final good. Household τ invests Bτ
t into a one-period

bond with price bt at time t. Following Christiano et al. (2005), households also purchase
Aτt+1 of state-contingent securities with price Qt+1. The state-contingent securities insure
the households against fluctuations in household-specific labor income, and hence the labor
income of household τ will be equal to aggregate labor income. Households own the firms
and receive nominal dividends Pf,tΠτ

t .
We next discuss the household decisions in turn. We delegate all derivations of the model

solutions to Appendix A.

Consumption and Savings Behavior. The solution to the household consumption-
savings problem leads to the standard Euler equation

(Ct − hCt−1)
−σ = βtEt

[
1 +Rt

1 + πt+1

(Ct+1 − hCt)
−σ
]
, (2)

where Rt is the nominal interest rate on bonds and πt ≡ Pf,t/Pf,t−1−1 is the rate of consumer
price inflation.

Labor Supply Decisions and Wage Setting. Households are wage setters in the labor
market as in Smets and Wouters (2003). They face a labor demand curve of

ls,τt =

(
W s,τ
t

W s
t

)−ηs

Lst , (3)

where labor demand Lst and the nominal wage in sector s, W s
t , are given by

Lst =

[ˆ 1

0

(ℓs,τt )
ηs−1
ηs dτ

] ηs

ηs−1

and

W s
t =

(ˆ 1

0

(W s,τ
t )1−η

s

dτ

)1−ηs

.

The parameter ηs governs the wage markup in sector s.
Households set wages subject to Rotemberg pricing frictions with a utility cost of changing
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price that is governed by a parameter ψw. The maximization problem leads to the following
markup equation:

(ηs − 1)(Ct − hCt−1)
−σwst = κstη

s(Lst)
φ − ψwπ

s,w
t (1 + πs,wt ) + Etβtψwπ

s,w
t+1(1 + πs,wt+1), (4)

where wst ≡ W s
t /Pf,t is the real wage and πs,wt ≡ W s

t /W
s
t−1 − 1 is the rate of wage inflation

in sector s.

3.2 Final Output Firm

The final output good Yf,t consumed by the households is a Cobb-Douglas aggregate of two
sectoral goods, manufacturing and services:

Yf,t = (Y M
f,t )

γMt (Y S
f,t)

γSt , (5)

where γMt and γSt is the share of expenditures in each sector. We assume that the share of
expenditures in the goods sector follows

ln(γMt+1) = (1− ωγ) ln(γ
M) + ωγ ln(γ

M
t ) + ϵγ,Mt+1 ,

where ωγ is the steady state share of expenditures in the goods sector and ϵγ,Mt+1 is an expendi-
ture share shock. By definition, γMt +γSt = 1, and hence the evolution of γMt also determines
the value of γSt . We will analyze below a shock that shifts the composition of expenditures
towards goods, motivated by the empirical evidence above.

Both manufacturing and services are a CES aggregate of a continuum of products j ∈
[0, 1]:

Y s
f,t =

(ˆ 1

0

ysf,t(j)
θ−1
θ dj

) θ
θ−1

. (6)

where θ is the elasticity of substitution across products j. Cost minimization implies that
the final demand for product j is

ysf,t(j) = γst

(
P s
f,t(j)

P s
f,t

)−θ(
Pf,t
P s
f,t

)
Yf,t, (7)

where P s
f,t = (

´ 1
0
P s
f,t(j)

1−θdj)1/(1−θ) is the sectoral price index. The consumer price index
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Pf,t is a combination of the sectoral price indices

Pf,t =

(
1

γMt

)γMt ( 1

γSt

)γSt
(PM

f,t)
γMt (P S

f,t)
γSt . (8)

Note that the aggregate price index may fluctuate as the shares γMt and γSt on each sector
vary.

3.3 Retailers

Each product is sold by a retailer j. Retailers aggregate a continuum of industries i ∈ [0, 1]

according to

ysf,t(j) =

(ˆ 1

0

xst(j, i)
v−1
v di

) v
v−1

, (9)

where v is the elasticity of substitution between industries and xst(j, i) is the quantity of
industry i used by retailer j in sector s. The retailers are monopolistic competitors, taking
price indices as given, and face a quadratic price adjustment cost proportional to sectoral
output with price adjustment parameter ψp. We denote the cost of the input of industry
i by Px,t(j, i). Given demand (7) and solving for a symmetric equilibrium with j = j′ and
i = i′, maximization of real profits results in the first order condition

(θ− 1) = θ
psx,t
psf,t

−ψp (1 + πst ) π
s
t + βtψpEt

[
γst+1

γst

(Ct+1 − hCt)
−σ

(Ct − hCt−1)−σ
Yf,t+1

Yf,t

(
1 + πst+1

)
πst+1

]
, (10)

where psx,t ≡ P s
x,t/Pf,t, psf,t ≡ P s

f,t/Pf,t, sectoral inflation is πst = P s
f,t/P

s
f,t−1 − 1, and we have

omitted the i and j indices due to symmetry.

3.4 Intermediate Goods Firms

Each industry i consists of a finite number of intermediate goods firms indexed by k that
produce for retailer j in sector s. The finite number of firms allows for strategic interactions,
which will generate potentially incomplete pass-through of shocks. We build on the canonical
model by Atkeson and Burstein (2008) and its application in Heise et al. (2022). Firms can
either be domestic, D, or foreign, F , and the total number of these firms in sector s is N s

D

and N s
F , respectively. The number of domestic firms relative to foreign firms will govern the

importance of foreign competition for the transmission of domestic shocks.
The production of intermediate goods firms is aggregated to the industry level according
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to

xst(j, i) = (N s)
1

1−µ

Ns
D∑

k=1

xst(j, i, k)
µ−1
µ +

Ns
F∑

k=1

xst(j, i, k)
µ−1
µ


µ

µ−1

(11)

where µ is the elasticity of substitution between firms and N s = N s
D +N s

F . As in Jaimovich
and Floetotto (2008), we include the scale term (N s)1/(1−µ) to ensure that there is no variety
effect, which implies that, in an equilibrium in which all firms are symmetric, N sxst(j, i, k) =

xst(j, i) = xst(j). As in Atkeson and Burstein (2008), we assume that µ > ν > 1 so that it is
easier to substitute across firms within industries than across industries.

Demand

Firms engage in Bertrand competition, and set a producer price of P s
x,t(j, i, k). Demand for

firm k’s output is

xst(j, i, k) =

(
P s
x,t(j, i, k)

P s
x,t(j, i)

)−µ
xst(j, i)

N s
, (12)

where P s
x,t(j, i, k) = P s

x,t(j, i) = P s
x,t(j) ≡ P s

x,t in a completely symmetric equilibrium, and

P s
x,t(j, i) = (N s)

1
µ−1

Ns
D∑

k=1

P s
x,t(j, i, k)

1−µ +

Ns
F∑

k=1

P s
x,t(j, i, k)

1−µ

 1
1−µ

(13)

is the industry price index. We will analyze the behavior of this producer price index at the
industry-level in our empirical analysis below.

Production

We assume that firms combine two factors of production: intermediate inputs and labor.
These factors of production are imperfectly substitutible via a CES production structure.
Our setup will allow us to analyze the substitution patterns in response to a cost shock to
one or both of the factors.

Domestic intermediate firm k supplying retailer j in sector s has a production function

xst(j, i, k) =

[
(AtL

s
t(j, i, k))

ρs−1
ρs + Λ

1
ρs
s D

s
t (j, i, k)

ρs−1
ρs

] ρs
ρs−1

, (14)

where At is aggregate labor productivity, which is common across sectors, and Lst(j, i, k)

and Ds
t (j, i, k) are labor and intermediate inputs used by the firm. The parameter ρs is

the sector-specific elasticity of substitution between the inputs. When one of the factors of
production increases in cost, firms substitute towards the other factor, where the strength of
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the effect is governed by ρs. The parameter Λs is a constant that we will use to match the
share of intermediates in production in steady state.

The intermediate input Ds
t (j, i, k) is a composite of domestic and foreign inputs, which

are combined according to

Ds
t (j, i, k) =

[
M s

t (j, i, k)
ξ−1
ξ + Zs

t (j, i, k)
ξ−1
ξ

] ξ
ξ−1 (15)

where M s
t (j, i, k) is an imported intermediate input and Zs

t (j, i, k) is an aggregate of domestic
intermediate inputs. The equation highlights that firms can adjust to a change in imported
input costs by substituting towards the domestic input with an elasticity of substitution that
is governed by ξ.

The imported intermediate inputM s
t (j, i, k) is supplied with a sector-specific price P s

x,imp,t.
We assume that the relative import price psx,imp,t ≡ P s

x,imp,t/Pf,t follows an exogenous process

ln(psx,imp,t+1) = (1− ωP ) ln(p
s
x,imp) + ωP ln(psx,imp,t) + ϵP,st+1, (16)

where psx,imp is the relative import price in sector s in steady state and ϵP,st is an import price
shock. We will calibrate psx,imp below to match the empirically observed imported input share
in each sector.

The domestic input Zs
t (j, i, k) is assembled using all industries’ output via a roundabout

production technology that combines all industries as in equation (9), and combines sectors
in the same way as the consumer good in equations (5) and (6). We assume that the domestic
input is produced with the same weights γMt , γSt as the consumer good. This structure leads
to a price index for domestic inputs of

Px,dom,t =

(
1

γMt

)γMt ( 1

γSt

)γSt
(PM

x,t)
γMt (P S

x,t)
γSt , (17)

analogous to the equation for the consumer price index (8), but using the sectoral producer
prices P s

x,t defined above. Since both sectors use the same input basket, the domestic input
price index is the same in both sectors. We assume that only domestic firms demand domestic
intermediates, and thus our model does not include exports.

Domestic intermediate input producers optimally choose their input bundle of domestic
and foreign intermediates, and then optimize over intermediates and labor to minimize costs.
Cost minimization implies that marginal costs of domestic firm k are

MCs
D,t =

[
(W s

t /At)
1−ρs + Λs(P

s
x,input,t)

1−ρs
]1/(1−ρs)

, (18)
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where P s
x,input,t is the intermediate input price index. This price index aggregates the prices

of domestic and foreign inputs according to

P s
x,input,t =

[
(Px,dom,t)

1−ξ + (P s
x,imp,t)

1−ξ]1/(1−ξ) . (19)

Real marginal costs are defined as mcsD,t ≡MCs
D,t/Pf,t.

We assume that foreign intermediate firms face an exogenous process for real marginal
costs, mcsF,t ≡MCs

F,t/Pf,t, given by

ln(mcsF,t+1) = (1− ωF ) ln(mc
s
F ) + ωF ln(mcsF,t) + ϵFt+1, (20)

where mcsF is the foreign firm’s real marginal cost in steady state and ϵFt is a marginal cost
shock. Foreign intermediates are produced abroad and do not use any domestic resources.

Profit maximization implies that producers set producer prices as

Px,t(j, i, k) =
Est (j, i, k)

Est (j, i, k)− 1
MCs

D,t, (21)

where Est (j, i, k) = µ(1 − Sst (j, i, k)) + νSst (j, i, k) is the effective elasticity of substitution
faced by the firm, which depends on the market share

Sst (j, i, k) =

(
1

N s

)
P s
x,t(j, i, k)

1−µ

P s
x,t(j, i)

1−µ . (22)

Equation (21) highlights that firms set a variable markup Mt(j, i, k) ≡ Est (j, i, k)/(Est (j, i, k)−
1) over marginal costs. Since µ > ν, firms with a higher market share face a lower effective
elasticity of substitution, and hence set higher markups.

3.5 Monetary Authority

We close the model by assuming that a central bank sets monetary policy based on a Taylor
rule. This rule is given by

Rt = ϱRt−1 + (1− ϱ)R + (1− ϱ)[Φππt + Φy(ln(Yf,t)− ln(Yf ))] + ϵMt , (23)

where Φπ and Φy are the central bank’s weights on inflation and on final output, respectively,
and Yf is the steady state value of final output. Monetary policy shocks are represented by
ϵMt .
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3.6 Aggregation

We consider an equilibrium in which all domestic and foreign firms are symmetric, but allow
the two groups to differ in terms of their marginal costs. Thus, a domestic producer will set
price P s

D,x,t and a foreign producer sets price P s
F,x,t. Gross output by domestic producers in

sector s, Y s
g,t, is equal in equilibrium to the total demand for domestic output by consumers,

from other firms, and for the price adjustment cost:

Y s
g,t =

N s
D

N s

(
PD,x,t
Px,t

)−µ
(
γst

(
Pf,t
P s
f,t

)
Ct + γst

ψp
2
(πst )

2Ct + γst

(
Px,dom,t
P s
x,t

)
Zs
t + γst

(
Px,dom,t
P s
x,t

)
Zs′

t

)
.

The first term, (N s
D/N

s)(PD,x,t/Px,t), represents the share of total demand that is satisfied
by domestic producers. This share depends on the number of domestic producers in sector
s, N s

D, and their price relative to the industry price index, which also includes foreign firms.
The term in parentheses represents the output demand from four sources. The first term
in parentheses is the demand from consumers, where in equilibrium Yf,t = Ct. The second
term is the output needed by retailers to cover the price adjustment. The third and fourth
term are the input demands by sector s and s′ from sector s, which depend on the price of
sector s relative to the domestic input price index. The total demand for intermediates by
sector s is given by

Zs
t = Λs

(
Px,dom,t
P s
x,input,t

)−ξ
(
P s
x,input,t

MCs
D,t

)−ρs

Y s
g,t.

Total gross output is
Yg,t = Y M

g,t + Y S
g,t.

Aggregate labor demand in sector s is equal to

Lst = Aρs−1
t

(
W s
t

MCs
D,t

)−ρs

Y s
g,t,

which must equal the total supply of labor to that sector given by (4).

Going forward, we assume that foreign firms operate only in the goods sector, while
the services sector contains only domestic firms. This assumption is consistent with the
empirical analysis below, where a number of industries, mostly in services, do not record any
imports and hence no competition by foreign firms. Figure 4 summarizes the components
of the model. The gray cells show the household side. Households face a trade-off between
consumption of final goods and savings, and base their decision on the interest rate set by
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Figure 4: Model Diagram

Note: This figure summarizes key components of the model. Households are represented by gray cells, the central bank in
orange, while the green and blue cells show the manufacturing and services sector, respectively. The dark blue box highlights
foreign competitors.

the monetary authority, shown here in orange. The central bank sets monetary policy using
a Taylor rule. The blue and green cells show the goods and services sectors, respectively.
Both sectors are populated by a continuum of retailers, which aggregate a continuum of
industries that are populated by a finite number of producers. The producers assemble labor
and intermediate inputs, where the latter are a combination of domestic inputs, produced
using a roundabout production structure, and imported inputs in both sectors. Firms in the
goods sector face competition from foreign firms, which set prices based on an exogenous
marginal cost process. We list all equilibrium conditions of the final model in Appendix A.6.

4 Quantitative Analysis

In this section, we calibrate our two-sector model and analyze the effects of supply chain
disruptions and the labor disutility shock. Our calibrated model implies that the supply-side
shocks can account for about 2 percentage points of the rise in inflation in the pandemic
period. We analyze the interactions of the shocks and show that they amplify each other. We
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then compare the inflationary effects of these supply shocks to the effects of a goods-biased
demand shock. Finally, we examine the effect of monetary policy in response to the shocks
and show that aggressive policy can reduce the risk of a recession in the case of a demand
shock, but is less advantageous in the case of the supply shocks.

4.1 Calibration

We calibrate our model using some standard parameters in the DSGE literature and also a
dataset of disaggregated industry-level data, which we assemble at the 6-digit NAICS level
from publicly available data from the Census Bureau and from the BLS. We describe this
dataset in more detail in Section 6. We solve the model via a third-order approximation in
Dynare to capture non-linear effects.

Standard parameters based on the DSGE literature. We set standard values for
a number of parameters, and summarize the parameter values in Table 2. We choose the
risk aversion parameter, inverse of the Frisch elasticity of labor supply, steady state discount
factor, wage markup, and habit parameter as in Smets and Wouters (2003), and obtain
σ = 1.371, φ = 2.491, β = 0.99, ηM = ηS = 3, and h = 0.595.

We calibrate the adjustment cost parameter for prices following Keen and Wang (2007).
Assuming a steady state markup of 20%, they find a value of ψp = 72. At that value, a
simple model with Rotemberg adjustment costs corresponds to a Calvo model with a price
adjustment frequency of 12 to 15 months, consistent with empirical evidence. Given the
rapid adjustment of wages in the recent period, we do not assume that wages are more
sluggish than prices. Instead, we set ψw = 72. We specify the Taylor rule based on estimates
by Carvalho et al. (2021), who follow a similar procedure as Clarida et al. (2000). For the
Greenspan-Bernanke era, they find a Taylor rule persistence parameter of ϱ = 0.8, a weight
on inflation of Φπ = 1.4, and a weight on the output gap of Φy = 0.95.
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Table 2: Calibration Summary

Parameter Description Value Source

σ Risk aversion 1.371 Smets and Wouters (2003)
φ Inverse elasticity of labor supply 2.491 Smets and Wouters (2003)
β Steady state discount factor 0.99 Smets and Wouters (2003)
ηM , ηS Wage markup 3 Smets and Wouters (2003)
h Habit parameter 0.595 Smets and Wouters (2003)
ψp Adjustment costs prices 72 Keen and Wang (2007)
ψw Adjustment costs wages 72 Assumed same as prices
ϱ Taylor rule persistence 0.8 Carvalho et al. (2021)
Φπ Taylor rule weight on inflation 1.4 Carvalho et al. (2021)
Φy Taylor rule weight on output 0.95 Carvalho et al. (2021)
λM , λS Labor share goods (services) 0.31 (0.6) Census Bureau, authors’ calculations
γM , γS Consumption share goods (services) 0.35 (0.65) Bureau of Economic Analysis
κM , κS Steady state disutility of labor in goods (services) 122 (1) Census Bureau, authors’ calculations
NM

D , NS
D Domestic firms goods (services) 13 (20) Atkeson and Burstein (2008)

NM
F Foreign firms goods 7 Census Bureau, authors’ calculations

αM , αS Imported input share in goods (services) 0.17 (0.04) Census Bureau, authors’ calculations
θ Elasticity final goods 6 Christiano et al. (2005)
µ Elasticity across firms 3 Atkeson and Burstein (2008)
ν Elasticity across industries 1 Atkeson and Burstein (2008)
ρM , ρS Elasticity labor v. intermediates 2 (1.5) Chan (2021)
ξ Elasticity domestic v. foreign 2 Feenstra et al. (2018)

Labor share in goods and services sectors. Our model implies that the labor share
in sector s in steady state is

λs ≡
(ws/A)1−ρs

(ws/A)1−ρs + Λs(psi,input)
1−ρs

, (24)

where variables are without a time subscript to indicate a steady state. Given a calibrated
λs, we can back out the parameter values Λs from this equation. We set the labor share
in goods and services from the average share of labor costs relative to total costs in our
disaggregated industry-level data. We obtain λM = 0.31 and λS = 0.60, and hence labor is
significantly more important in services than in goods.

Consumption share in goods and services sectors. The steady state consumption
share of goods is obtained from the BEA’s real personal consumption expenditures (PCE)
data. We average the goods share over time from 1970 to 2022 and obtain approximately
γM = 0.35 and γS = 0.65.

Disutility of labor. We normalize the steady state disutility of labor in the services sector
to κS = 1. To set the disutility in the goods sector, we obtain the average monthly earnings
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of workers in goods and in services from the Quarterly Workforce Indicators (QWI) for 2013-
2021.6 On average, wages in the goods sector are 17% higher than in services. We then set
κM to match this wage gap in steady state, yielding κM = 122.

Number of firms—domestic and foreign. We calibrate the number of firms based on
Atkeson and Burstein (2008). They set the number of firms to 20. To set the number of
foreign competitors in the good sector, we use the import share in total domestic sales from
our disaggregated industry-level data. We find an import share in the goods sector of 0.3.
We therefore set NM

D = 13, NM
F = 7, and NS

D = 20.

Relative import price. To calibrate the steady state relative import price, psx,imp, we
define the imported input share in sector s, αs, in steady state as

αs ≡
(psx,imp)

1−ξ

(px,dom)1−ξ + (psx,imp)
1−ξ , (25)

where px,dom ≡ Px,dom/Pf . We set the imported input share αs to match the average share
of imported input costs in intermediate costs in our disaggregated industry-level data. We
obtain an imported input share in goods of αM = 0.17, and in services of αS = 0.04. Given
these values, we can then back out psx,imp in steady state.

Key elasticities. Given the rich structure of our model, there are a number of elasticities
that we need to calibrate.

First, for the elasticity of substitution across final goods, we follow Christiano et al. (2005)
and set θ = 6.

Second, since all domestic and all foreign firms are symmetric, the parameter µ essentially
governs the elasticity of substitution between the domestic and foreign firm groups, rather
than substitution between individual firms. We therefore set this elasticity towards the lower
end of the range of 1 to 10 discussed by Atkeson and Burstein (2008), and follow estimates on
the elasticity of substitution between foreign and domestic varieties from the trade literature.
Feenstra et al. (2018) estimate this elasticity to be in the range of 1 to 4. We therefore set
µ = 3. We follow the conventional calibration from Atkeson and Burstein (2008) and Amiti
et al. (2019) and set the elasticity of substitution across industries to ν = 1.

The third parameter is the elasticity of substitution between labor and intermediates, ρs.
This parameter is important because it governs to what extent firms can substitute between

6We define the manufacturing and mining sectors as the goods sector, and set utilities, construction,
wholesale and retail trade, transportation, and all other services as services.
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inputs when hit by a shock, and hence the importance of the substitution channel. We set
this parameter based on Chan (2021), who estimates using disaggregated Danish data that
labor and intermediates are gross substitutes. He estimates the elasticities by regressing the
labor-to-intermediate ratio on the ratio of input prices and wages, instrumenting for wages
to induce exogenous wage variation. Chan (2021) estimates elasticities of substitution in the
range of 1.5 to 4, and we therefore choose an elasticity in the goods sector of ρM = 2. We
assume a lower elasticity between labor and intermediates in services, and set ρS = 1.5.

Fourth is the elasticity of substitution between domestic and foreign intermediates, ξ. This
parameter governs to what extent firms can switch to domestic intermediates in the event of
a shock to foreign inputs. We again build on the estimated value of 1 to 4 in Feenstra et al.
(2018). Since we prefer this elasticity to be at least as high as the elasticity of substitution
between labor and intermediates, we set it to ξ = 2.

Our calibration implies that the model contains four key differences between the goods
and the services sector. First, services account for a larger share of the consumption basket
and of firms’ inputs, γS > γM . Second, the labor share is lower in the goods sector, λM < λS,
making intermediates more important. As a result, shocks to input prices will have a larger
direct effect on goods. Third, it is easier to substitute between labor and intermediates in
the goods sector, ρM > ρS. Finally, only the goods sector contains foreign competitors. The
presence of foreign competition dampens the response of domestic producers to domestic
shocks since these firms partially adjust their markups to preserve market share.

4.2 Macroeconomics Effects of Supply Chain Disruptions, Rise in

Disutility of Work and Goods-Favored Demand Shocks

We consider the effects of four different shocks on macroeconomic aggregates and how they
interact with monetary policy. We first consider the joint effect of supply chain and labor
supply shocks and end with a discussion of a demand shock that has a bigger effect on goods
consumption.

Import price shock. We first consider the effect of a positive imported input price shock
in both the goods and services sector on inflation by setting ϵP,st+1 = 0.13 for both s ∈ {M,S}.
This shock generates an increase in imported input prices of about 16 percent on impact,
in the range of the average increase in imported input prices during the current expansion
from Table 1. We set ωP = 0.9 to capture the persistence of the shock.
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Labor disutility shock. We interpret the disutility shock as representing workers’ in-
creased reservation wage and the tighter labor market conditions in the recent period. We
calibrate this shock to match the part of the drop in participation that is due to the pan-
demic, which Hobijn and Şahin (2022) estimate to be 0.3 percentage points. Since health
concerns related to the pandemic have been more prominent in the services sector due to
the social proximity of jobs in that sector, we feed in a disutility shock that increases labor
disutility κst in goods and services by 6 percent and 10 percent, respectively. Given the
different steady state levels, these values translate into shocks of ϵκ,St+1 = 0.10 in services and
of ϵκ,Mt+1 = 8 in goods. On their own, these shocks lead to a drop in labor demand of slightly
more than 0.5 percentage points in services and of 0.3 percentage points in goods at the
peak, consistent with the empirical evidence. We set ωκ = 0.9.

Foreign competition shock. The supply chain disruptions also affected U.S. firms’ for-
eign competitors and increased their marginal costs of production. We feed into the model
a shock that increases competitors’ real marginal costs by 4.2 percent relative to the steady
state level, ϵFt+1 = 0.042. This shock generates an increase in real marginal costs similar
to what domestic firms in the goods sector experience due to the import price shock and
the labor disutility shock. As a result, foreign competitors’ market share remains roughly
constant. We set ωF = 0.9, in line with the persistence of the other shocks.

Goods-favored demand shock. We consider a demand shock that increases consumption
but more so for goods than services to capture the shift in consumer demand towards goods
at the onset of the pandemic. In particular, we consider a shock ϵβt = −0.04 that reduces
the discount factor βt by 0.04, spurring a consumption boom. To capture the goods-biased
nature of the shock, we couple this shift with an increase in γMt of 2 percent by setting
ϵγ,Mt = 0.02. We assume persistence parameters of ωβ = 0.9 and ωγ = 0.9.

4.2.1 Supply Chain Disruptions and Labor Supply.

We now analyze the effects of the three simultaneous supply shocks described above: a rise
in imported input prices, an increase in the disutility of work, and a rise in marginal cost
of foreign competitors. The magnitudes of the shocks are calibrated as described in the
previous subsection.

In Figure 5 we trace out the effects of these shocks over the next 20 quarters. The first
and second panel in the top row show the exogenous shocks. The disutility shock raises labor
disutility κst in the goods and services sector by 6 percent and 10 percent, respectively. The
imported input shock raises imported input prices in both sectors by about 16 percent on
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Figure 5: Baseline: Supply Chain Disruptions and Labor Supply Constraints

Source: Author’s calculations. Figure shows the effect of a joint disutility, imported input price, and foreign competitor cost
shock. Each panel shows the percent deviation of a variable from its steady state value against the number of quarters passed
since the initial shock. For wage and price inflation and the market share, we show percentage point changes from steady state.
For the consumption share of goods we show its actual value.

impact. Domestic input prices rise slightly as well due to a rise in equilibrium wages. The
second row highlights that the shock leads to a substitution away from intermediates towards
labor, particularly in the goods sector due to its higher exposure to imported intermediates.
Firms also substitute away from imported intermediates towards domestic intermediates.
Gross output rises in both sectors, as more intermediates are now produced domestically.
However, consumption only rises slightly on impact and eventually declines, since most of the
additional output goes towards the replacement of inputs previously obtained from abroad.
The third row illustrates that the substitution effect towards domestic labor increases real
wages and therefore marginal costs. The real wage increase is slightly larger in the goods
sector than in the services sector due to the stronger substitution towards labor in the former.
Foreign firms’ marginal costs increase exogenously and decline slowly back to steady state.
Based on our calibration, their increase in marginal costs is somewhat in line with the real
marginal cost of domestic firms in the goods sector, and thus foreign firms’ market share
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changes little.
The three shocks together generate a 3.5 percentage point increase in wage inflation and a

2 percentage point rise in consumer price inflation —therefore they account for a notable part
of the pick-up in wages and prices. To put this finding into context, headline CPI inflation
averaged at 1.8 percent in 2019, 4.7 percent in 2021 and 8 percent in 2022. Thus, the rise
in inflation relative to the “steady state” of 2019 was 2.9 percentage points in 2021 and 6.2
percentage points in 2022. Our calculations suggest that supply chain disruptions and labor
supply constraints can account for one third to two thirds of the rise in inflation depending
on the time period we consider. This finding resonates with the findings of Di Giovanni et al.
(2022).

The combination of shocks in our model affects inflation, labor market and consumption
dynamics in the economy in a non-trivial manner. To shed light on the role of the individual
shocks and how they interact, we next analyze the effects of an imported input price shock
and a shock to foreign competitors’ marginal costs, respectively, in isolation, and then discuss
the interaction of the shocks. We obtain three important insights. First, we demonstrate
that an import price shock on its own can lead to substantial wage and price inflation due to
the substitution from imported inputs towards labor (Substitution effect). Second, we show
that a shock to foreign competitors’ costs increases the demand for domestic inputs, and
allows domestic firms to increase their prices without losing market share (Foreign compe-
tition effect). Third, we show that a joint shock to import prices, marginal costs of foreign
competitors, and wages has an amplified effect on inflation by diminishing firms’ ability to
reduce costs by substituting across inputs or towards foreign competitors (Amplification).

Substitution effect. Figure 6 traces out the effect of the imported input price shock
in isolation. The first row shows again the imported input price shock while there is no
longer a labor disutility shock. The second row shows that the import price shock leads to
a substitution away from intermediates towards labor, particularly in the goods sector due
to its higher exposure to imported intermediates. Gross output falls due to a large decline
in goods output, which has become more expensive to produce. The third row illustrates
that some of this production shifts to foreign firms, which have gained market share since
in this experiment they are assumed not to be affected by supply chain disruptions, and
hence their real marginal cost stays flat. The substitution effect towards domestic labor
increases real wages and therefore marginal costs in the goods sector. Real wages in the
services sector actually fall slightly, but real marginal costs in that sector still rise due to the
higher cost of intermediate inputs. The real wage increase is larger in the goods sector than
in the services sector due to the stronger substitution in goods. The final row highlights that
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Figure 6: Effect of Imported Input Price Shock Only

Source: Author’s calculations. Figure shows the effect of an input price shock on key variables. Each panel shows the percent
deviation of a variable from its steady state value against the number of quarters passed since the initial shock. For wage and
price inflation and the market share, we show percentage point changes from steady state. For the consumption share of goods
we show its actual value.

there is significant wage inflation in both sectors of approximately 0.5 percent due to the
substitution towards labor. The change in real marginal costs translates into consumer price
inflation of about 0.5 percent. Nominal interest rates adjust gradually due to the sluggish
Taylor rule. As a result, real interest rates actually decline on impact, leading to a very
short-lived consumption boom. This boom is supported by the additional sales of foreign
firms.

This experiment highlights that an import price shock on its own can generate substantial
wage and price inflation due to the substitution effect. If supply chain bottlenecks prompt
firms to source more from domestic suppliers, the resulting additional labor demand can put
upward pressure on wages. This substitution channel generates a 0.5 percentage point rise in
wages—which is around 15% of the rise in the wages in our baseline experiment with three
shocks.
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Figure 7: Effect of Foreign Competition Shock Only

Source: Author’s calculations. Figure shows the effect of a shock to foreign competitors’ real marginal cost on key variables.
Each panel shows the percent deviation of a variable from its steady state value against the number of quarters passed since
the initial shock. For wage and price inflation and the market share, we show percentage point changes from steady state. For
the consumption share of goods we show its actual value.

Foreign competition effect. Figure 7 shows the effect of the increase in foreign competi-
tors’ marginal costs by 4.2 percent in isolation. The first row shows that there are no direct
domestic shocks to the U.S. producers. However, domestic input prices go up as production
shifts from foreign producers towards domestic ones. The second row illustrates the source of
this cost increase. When the marginal costs of foreign producers rise, domestic labor demand
goes up, especially in the goods sector due to a shift from imports to domestic production.
Foreign producers lose market share. As a result of the increase in labor demand, nominal
wages rise. The shock generates price inflation of about 0.5 percentage point as the domestic
firms’ marginal costs rise and they pass these cost increases on to domestic consumers. We
refer to this effect as the foreign competition effect since it highlights how shocks to relative
marginal costs of domestic and foreign firms create inflation. The developments in the two
decades before the pandemic were the opposite of this shock: low marginal costs of U.S.
firms’ foreign competitors, in particular from China, held back price increases by domestic
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Figure 8: Effect of Joint Shocks: Amplification

Note: Figure shows the amplification effect of a joint shock compared to the three supply shocks separately. The left panel
shows impulse responses of average wage inflation, constructed by averaging across the two sectors’ wage growth using each
sector’s share in consumption. The right panel shows impulse responses of consumer price inflation. The dashed lines trace
out the impulse responses to a separate import price shock, labor disutility shock, and competition shock. The black line sums
over these impulse responses. The red line shows the joint effect of all three shocks simultaneously.

producers. Heise et al. (2022) find that increased import competition during this period
reduced the pass-through of domestic wage increases to prices in the goods sector, as U.S.
firms were unable to raise prices without losing market share.

Amplification. The combination of imported input price shock, foreign competition price
shock, and labor disutility shock creates an amplified effect on inflation. First, the combi-
nation of a labor disutility and import price shock makes substituting between labor and
intermediates less effective for domestic firms. Feenstra et al. (2018) describe that U.S. firms
substitute away from labor and towards imported inputs to reduce costs. When the shocks
hit jointly, substitution is impaired, which leads to higher inflation compared to when the
shocks hit separately. Second, when the labor disutility shock coincides with a price increase
by foreign competitors, firms’ ability to switch towards foreign products to mitigate the cost
shock is weakened. This keeps demand for domestic output high and raises domestic wage
pressures. Moreover, the concurrent price increase by foreign competitors allows domestic
firms to pass through more of the wage and input price shock into prices without loss of
market share.

Figure 8 illustrates the amplification. The left panel shows the impulse response of the
average wage inflation to a specific shock, where wage inflation is constructed by averaging
across the two sectors’ wage growth using each sector’s share in consumption. The right
panel shows the impulse response of price inflation. The dashed lines trace out the impulse
responses to the import price shock, labor disutility shock, and competition shock separately.
We present the sum of these three separate impulse responses in black. The red line shows
the effect of the joint shock, which corresponds to the experiment analyzed in Figure 5 earlier.
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Figure 9: Amplification on Impact: Sensitivity to ρs and µ

(a) Sensitivity to ρM , ρS (b) Sensitivity to µ

Note: Figure plots the difference between the impulse responses of consumer price inflation and average wage inflation for the
joint shock relative to the impulse response of the summed separate shocks on impact (the difference between the red and the
black line from Figure 8 in quarter one). The left panel shows this amplification as a function of the value of ρM and ρS . The
right panel shows the amplification as a function of µ.

This line is clearly above the black line: when all three shocks hit together, wage inflation is
about 1 percentage point higher and price inflation is about 0.6 percentage points higher at
the peak than when all shocks hit separately.

The degree of amplification in the model depends on the elasticity of substitution between
labor and intermediates, ρs, and on the elasticity of substitution between the domestic and
foreign firm groups, µ. When the elasticity of substitution between inputs is higher, produc-
ers can substitute more between labor and intermediates when the shocks hit separately than
when they hit jointly. Similarly, when the elasticity of substitution between the firm groups
is higher, retailers can substitute more between foreign and domestic products. Figure 9
analyzes the difference between the impulse responses of inflation for the joint shock relative
to the impulse response of the summed separate shocks on impact (the difference between
the red and the black line from Figure 8 in quarter one). The left panel of Figure 9 shows
the amplification on impact for different values of ρs, here assumed to be the same in both
sectors. Raising the elasticity of substitution between labor and intermediates from 1.5 to 5
increases amplification significantly from about 0.6 percentage point to 1 percentage point
for price inflation and from 1.2 percentage points to 2 percentage points for wage inflation.
The right panel shows the amplification as a function of µ. Reducing this elasticity from its
baseline value of 3 to 1.5 would lower wage and price amplification to 0.4 and 0.2 percentage
points, respectively.

Additional Results. For completeness, we show the impulse responses of an isolated labor
disutility shock in Appendix B.1. We also analyze the sensitivity of amplification to changes
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in the elasticity of substitution between domestic and imported intermediates, ξ, and find
that this variable has only a moderate effect.

In Appendix B.2, we consider a model extension with two types of labor, low-skilled and
high-skilled. One less appealing feature of the baseline model is that real wages rise strongly
in both goods and services, while empirically real wages of high-skilled workers did not rise.
The extended model features significant real wage increases only for low-skilled workers,
consistent with the recent U.S. experience, while real wages of other workers are flat. The
other patterns are qualitatively similar to the baseline.

4.2.2 Goods-Favored Demand Shock

Supply chain disruptions and labor market interruptions are not the only changes that af-
fected the U.S. economy during the pandemic. While its magnitude is harder to measure,
many have argued that the U.S. economy also experienced a shift in aggregate demand. For
example, Di Giovanni et al. (2022) and Di Giovanni et al. (2023) attribute roughly 60% of
the rise in inflation to demand shocks, and De Soyres et al. (2023) argue that an increase in
the demand for consumption goods contributed to inflation. We now analyze the effects of
a goods-biased demand shock on the macroeconomy to compare the implications of supply
and demand driven inflation for monetary policy.

Figure 10 shows the impulse responses to a demand shock, which we calibrate as described
above. We purposefully pick the size of the demand shock so that its effect on inflation, in
isolation, is similar to the inflationary effect of the supply chain and labor supply shocks.
This exercise is informative to compare the effectiveness of monetary policy in addressing
supply and demand driven inflation of the same size. While in both cases inflation rises
by 2 percentage points, marginal costs increase substantially more in the case of supply
disruptions—both a result of increases in intermediate input prices and wages. Interestingly,
monetary policy raises the nominal interest rate more strongly in the case of demand-driven
inflation, with the nominal interest rate rising by 3 percentage points instead of 1.5 percentage
points in the case of supply disruptions. Labor demand and wages remain elevated relative
to their steady state level in the case of supply shocks despite the decline in consumption.
Demands shocks also initially boost up labor demand and wages, but labor demand declines
substantially more in the case of demand shocks. This comparison shows that the overheating
of the U.S. labor market is partially a consequence of the supply chain and labor supply
disruptions.
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Figure 10: Effect of Goods-Favored Demand Shock

Source: Author’s calculations. Figure shows the effect of a goods-biased demand shock on key variables. Each panel shows the
percent deviation of a variable from its steady state value against the number of quarters passed since the initial shock. For
wage and price inflation and the market share, we show percentage point changes from steady state. For the consumption
share of goods we show its actual value.

4.3 Aggressive Monetary Policy with Supply and Demand Shocks

Our baseline calibration specifies the Taylor rule with ϱ = 0.8, a weight on inflation of
Φπ = 1.4, and a weight on the output gap of Φy = 0.95. With both supply and demand
shocks, nominal interest rates respond sluggishly to the pick-up in inflation in our simulations.
This response resembles the developments in 2021. The CPI inflation averaged at 4.7% in
2021 while effective Fed Funds Rate remained close to zero until February 2022. Given the
persistence of high inflation, the Fed has been criticized for being behind the curve especially
in the second half of 2021 and early 2022.7 In this subsection, we consider the effects of more
aggressive monetary policy that responds earlier and more aggressively to inflation.

We consider the two sources of inflation separately as in Figures 6 and 10. Recall that in
the first experiment the economy is subject to a combined supply shock to (1) import prices;

7See for example, http://larrysummers.com/2021/11/16/on-inflation-its-past-time-for-team-transitory-
to-stand-down/
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Figure 11: Monetary Policy in Response to Supply Shocks

Note: Figure shows the effect of monetary policy on outcomes in response to a supply shock.

(2) foreign competitors’ marginal costs and (3) disutility of work, generating a 2 percentage
point increase in inflation. In the second experiment, the economy experiences a demand
shock that generates again a 2 percentage point rise in inflation. We compare the baseline
to a more aggressive policy rule that exhibits less persistence and a stronger response to
inflation. Specifically, we set ϱ = 0.2 instead of its baseline value of 0.8, and we choose
Φπ = 4 instead of its baseline of 1.4.

Figure 11 compares the impulse responses of six key variables under the baseline policy
(dark blue) and the more aggressive policy (light blue) in the case of the supply shocks.
Under the more aggressive policy, consumption and output drop significantly on impact,
while price and wage inflation are much more moderate than in the baseline at only about
1 percent. Importantly, while aggregate labor demand does not rise as strongly as in the
baseline case, it still increases by about 2 percent on impact under the aggressive policy.
The lack of an employment decline is due to firms’ substitution from intermediate goods to
labor, which supports aggregate employment. The large rise in labor demand and inflation
under the baseline policy are consistent with an overheating labor market. While aggressive
policy could reduce inflation without a decline in employment, there is still a 2 percent drop
in consumption. Thus, in the presence of a set of these shocks, aggressive monetary policy
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Figure 12: Monetary Policy in Response to a Goods-Favored Demand Shock

Note: Figure shows the effect of monetary policy on outcomes in response to a demand shock.

lowers inflation at the expense of labor demand and wage growth.
Figure 12 shows the effect of monetary policy on the path of inflation, output, and em-

ployment with a goods-favored demand shock. Acting more aggressively moderates inflation
without creating a recession and has a clear benefit in the case of demand-driven inflation.
Aggressive monetary policy moderates wage inflation by reducing labor demand moderately
and it avoids the contraction in labor demand in later periods.

Overall, our simulations show that while the rise in inflation of 2 percentage points is the
same in both experiments, the benefit of aggressive monetary policy depends on the source
of the rise in inflation. For demand-driven inflation it is better to be ahead of the curve
which prevents a contraction in labor demand and output to reduce inflation. However,
for supply chain disruptions and the labor disutility shock, acting aggressively early on has
some disadvantages. If the Central Bank follows the aggressive monetary policy rule in that
case, the boost in labor demand is substantially lower, 2 percent instead of 7 percent, which
corresponds to roughly 6.5 million jobs.

We next turn towards providing corroborating evidence for the model’s key predictions
in industry-level data. In the next section, we derive a structural pricing equation from the
model that we can use to analyze the model’s predictions. Section 6 then describes our
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empirical analysis and presents the results.

5 Linking the Theory to Data

The firms’ price setting equation (21) implies that domestic producers set prices equal to
marginal cost times a variable markup Mt(j, i, k) ≡ Et(j, i, k)/(Et(j, i, k) − 1). Taking logs
and differentiating this equation for a domestic firm, we obtain

d ln(Px,t(j, i, k)) = d ln(MCs
D,t) + d ln(Mt(j, i, k)), (26)

which is a log-linear approximation of a price change. Using the expression for marginal
costs, (18), a log-linear approximation yields

d ln(MCs
D,t) = λs [d lnW

s
t − d lnAt] + (1− λs)d lnP

s
x,input,t,

where λs is the labor share defined in (24), and the input price P s
x,input,t is itself a combination

of imported and domestic input prices. It can be approximated from equation (19) as

d ln(P s
x,input,t) = (1− αs)d ln(Px,dom,t) + αsd ln(P

s
x,imp,t), (27)

where αs is the imported input share from (25).
For the markup, given our functional form of the demand elasticity Est (j, i, k), we obtain

d ln(Mt(j, i, k)) = −Γt(j, i, k) [d lnPx,t(j, i, k)− d lnPx,t(j, i)] ,

where Γt(j, i, k) = −(∂ logMt(i, j, k)/∂ logPx,t(j, i, k)) ≥ 0 is the elasticity of the markup
with respect to a firm’s own price.8 Plugging the expression for marginal costs and the
markup into (26) and re-arranging, we obtain a firm’s price change as a function of changes
in the components of marginal costs and of changes in competitors’ prices

d ln(Px,t(j, i, k)) =
λs

1 + Γt(j, i, k)
[d lnW s

t − d lnAt] +
(1− λs)

1 + Γt(j, i, k)
d lnP s

x,input,t

+
Γt(j, i, k)

1 + Γt(j, i, k)
d lnPx,t(j, i). (28)

Equation (28) illustrates how producers’ prices are related to wages and input prices. The
first and second terms in the equation reflect the direct effect of input costs on prices, i.e., the

8See Appendix A.7 for the derivations in this section.
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effect of marginal costs. An increase in wages W s
t that exceeds productivity growth passes

through into prices with an elasticity that is proportional to the labor share in marginal
costs, λs. Wage increases only raise prices to the extent that they exceed productivity
growth. Changes in input costs pass through to prices with an elasticity that is proportional
to (1−λs), where the pass-through of imported input prices in turn depends on the imported
input share αs. The third term in equation (28) captures the indirect effect on pass-through
that operates via firms’ markup adjustment. An increase in a firm’s competitors’ prices
Px,t(j, i) allows the firm to raise its prices itself by increasing its markup. The relative
strength of this channel relative to the marginal cost channel is modulated by the markup
elasticity Γt(j, i, k). Firms with a higher markup elasticity put a higher weight on the
aggregate price index. As shown in Appendix A.7, the markup elasticity is increasing in a
firm’s market share holding everything else fixed, dΓt(j, i, k)/dSt(j, i, k) > 0, and satisfies
Γt(j, i, k) = 0 if St(j, i, k) = 0.

Equation (28) is a version of a standard pass-through equation (see, e.g., Amiti et al.
(2019)). One shortcoming of this specification is that due to the log-linearization, it does
not account for the non-linearity of the response arising from the substitution between labor
and intermediates. In particular, in our model the labor share adjusts in response to a shock:
when import prices rise, firms substitute towards labor, raising the labor share. We therefore
also perform a second-order approximation to the marginal cost term to derive the following
alternative non-linear estimating equation

d ln(Px,t(j, i, k)) =
λs

1 + Γt(j, i, k)
[d lnW s

t − d lnAt] +
(1− λs)

1 + Γt(j, i, k)
d lnP s

x,input,t

+
(ρs − 1)λs,t(1− λs)

1 + Γt(j, i, k)

{
(d lnW s

t − d lnAt) d lnP
s
x,input,t

− (d lnW s
t − d lnAt)

2

2
−

(d lnP s
x,input,t)

2

2

}
+

Γt(j, i, k)

1 + Γt(j, i, k)
d lnPx,t(j, i).

This equation contains in the second row the interaction between the wage change and the
input price change and in the third row quadratic terms of the wage change and the input
price change. The negative sign of the quadratic terms highlights that, absent the interaction
effect, the response of producer prices to a shock is smaller than that implied by the linear
effect, due to the possibility to substitute. The importance of the substitution rises with
the elasticity of substitution ρs and with the product of the steady state shares of the two
inputs, λs(1− λs). When both shares are relatively equal, substitution is strongest. We will
estimate both the standard linear equation and this specification with non-linear terms.
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6 Industry-Level Empirical Analysis

We now provide corroborating evidence for some of the key implications of our model in
industry-level data. We first discuss our main datasets. We then estimate a specification
to provide support for the substitution effect. Lastly, we estimate a reduced form version
of the structural equations derived in the previous section to provide evidence consistent
with the foreign competition effect and with amplification. To simplify notation, we denote
industry-level variables using the subscript i, and drop the sector subscripts. We do not have
firm-level observations.

6.1 Data

We construct the industry-level producer prices Pit from the Producer Price Index (PPI),
which we have at the 6-digit North American Industrial Classification System (NAICS) level.
The PPI measures the price received by domestic producers for their goods and services,
comprising both final goods and intermediate goods. It is constructed by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics (BLS) from a monthly survey of establishments representing nearly the
entire goods sector and 70 percent of services. We rely on disaggregated industry data
because constructing input prices is not possible at the sector or economy-wide level, since
we would not be able to distinguish inputs from outputs. We aggregate the monthly PPI
data to the quarterly level. Our sample comprises 530 industries for the period 2013:Q1 to
2021:Q3.9

We obtain quarterly industry wages, Wit, as the average weekly earnings per quarter from
the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW) from the BLS. In principle, hourly
earnings would be preferable to account for changes in hours worked. In practice, however,
using the QCEW has several advantages over other datasets, such as greater coverage of
establishments and industries (see Heise et al. (2022)).

We construct an industry’s input cost index, Pit,input, as a weighted average of the do-
mestic input price index and the imported input price index, consistent with equation (27).
Specifically, the four quarter change in industry input prices is

∆ ln(Pit,input) = αi,2012
∑
n

wn,i,2012∆ ln(Pnt,imp) + (1− αi,2012)
∑
n

wn,i,2012∆ ln(Pnt). (29)

where αi,2012 is the industry’s share of intermediate imported inputs in total material costs
in 2012. The four quarter change in the domestic input price ∆Pnt is constructed as the

9We do not include earlier years due to revisions in the Census trade codes and NAICS codes, which
make a consistent mapping from import prices to 6-digit PPI codes over longer time horizons more difficult.
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change in the log PPI across all industries n that provide inputs to industry i, where the
weights wn,i,2012 are the time-invariant cost shares from the 2012 input-output table from
the BEA.10 We omit the domestic input industry n that is the same as industry i since we
cannot disentangle the own industry’s input prices from its output prices using our industry-
level data.11 We construct the imported input price index of industry i analogously as a
weighted average over the import price indices Pnt,imp of all industries n that provide inputs
to industry i. Since the import price indices provided by the BLS are too aggregated for our
purposes, we construct our own measures using disaggregated import data from the Census
Bureau. Our 6-digit NAICS industry-level import price index is a weighted average of the
log change in import unit values (equal to import values divided by quantities) across all
10-digit Harmonized Tariff Schedule (HTS10)-country observations, h, c, within each NAICS
industry i, where the weights are lagged annual import value weights

∆ ln(Pit,imp) =
∑
h,c

wh,c,year−1∆ ln(import unit valuesh,c,t). (30)

We construct a mapping between HTS10 codes and 6-digit NAICS industries throughout
our sample period using the concordance by Pierce and Schott (2012).

We provide some summary statistics on average four-quarter change in wages and input
prices in our sample of industries in Table 3. The first two columns present statistics for
industries in the “Goods” sector. To be consistent with the model, we define that sector to
comprise all industries with positive imports in at least one year, i.e., there is some import
competition. These industries are predominantly in manufacturing, with a few industries in
agriculture and mining.12 The last two columns present statistics for the “Services” sector,
comprising all industries that are non-traded, mostly services. Import prices can still affect
non-traded industries through imported intermediate inputs. For example, a dentist may
use a computer that was manufactured abroad.

The first panel presents statistics for the pre-COVID period. We find that the average
industry’s change in input prices is virtually zero in this period, with average nominal wage
growth between 2 and 3 percent. The correlation between wage growth and input price
changes is also negligible prior to COVID. The second panel shows the same statistics for
2020. Input prices decline in that year, while wages exhibit slightly faster growth than in the

10The latest input-output table with sufficiently disaggregated industries available is 2012. It comprises
405 BEA industries, which are mapped to 6-digit NAICS codes.

11As an example, if the auto industry uses 70 percent rubber and 30 percent steel, its domestic input price
index will be constructed as 0.7 times the change in the log rubber price plus 0.3 times the price of the log
steel price.

12Manufacturing accounted for about 63% of employment in goods-producing industries in the last decade.
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Table 3: Summary Statistics

Goods Services

Pre-Covid (2013:Q1 - 2019:Q4) ∆ ln(Pit,input) ∆ ln(Wageit) ∆ ln(Pit,input) ∆ ln(Wageit)

Mean 0.000 0.022 -0.006 0.028
P50 0.005 0.024 0.005 0.029
Mean of 4th quartile 0.063 0.079 0.078 0.073
Correlation 0.045 0.064

COVID period (2020)

Mean -0.024 0.035 -0.066 0.050
P50 -0.015 0.029 -0.025 0.044
Mean of 4th quartile 0.028 0.116 0.004 0.127
Correlation 0.293 0.204

COVID period (2021)

Mean 0.149 0.049 0.171 0.060
P50 0.124 0.051 0.124 0.056
Mean of 4th quartile 0.300 0.128 0.387 0.147
Correlation 0.228 0.166

earlier period. What stands out most, however, is the significantly higher correlation between
wage and input price changes in 2020 compared to the pre-COVID period. The last panel
shows the statistics for 2021. Both wages and input prices rise significantly, and moreover
the growth is strongly correlated. Thus, what makes 2021 special is that it combines both
high growth in wages and input prices with a strong correlation between the two.

6.1.1 Substitution Effect

We next provide some evidence of the substitution effect. We run a simple OLS regression
of the form

∆ ln(Lit) = β1∆ lnPit,input + β2∆ lnPit,input · I(Year = 2021) + αXit + ϵit, (31)

where all variables are at the quarterly level and the difference operator indicates four quarter
changes. The left-hand side is the four-quarter log change in industry employment. On the
right-hand side we include the change in industry input prices, Pit,input, and its interaction
with 2021 to see whether the relationship changes in that year. The controls Xit include
variables that pick up the composition of the industry’s workforce in quarter t to address
potential composition bias in an industry’s workforce. Specifically, we include the shares of
prime-aged and older workers, the share of female workers, and the shares of workers with a
high-school degree, associates degree, and bachelors degree or higher. We obtain these vari-
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Table 4: Substitution Effect, 2013:Q1 - 2021:Q3

(1) (2) (3) (4)
∆ ln(Empit) ∆ ln(Empit) ∆ ln(Wageit) ∆ ln(Wageit)

∆ ln(Pit,input) 0.143∗∗∗ 0.082∗∗∗ 0.069∗∗∗ 0.022∗∗∗
(0.011) (0.014) (0.010) (0.007)

∆ ln(Pit,input)× Year=21 -0.008 0.054∗∗ 0.087∗∗∗ 0.099∗∗∗
(0.016) (0.023) (0.015) (0.012)

Worker Composition Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.092 0.031 0.035 0.038
Observations 10,470 5,242 10,470 5,242

ables from the Census Bureau’s Quarterly Workforce Indicators (QWI). Our model predicts
that increases in input prices should be positively correlated with industry employment due
to the substitution channel.

The first two columns of Table 4 present our results for the goods sector and for the
services sector, respectively. We find a significant positive correlation between changes in the
input price index and changes in employment in both sectors, consistent with the substitution
effect. For example, column 1 indicates that a 10 percent increase in input prices is associated
with a 1.4 percent rise in employment in the goods sector. While this elasticity did not
strengthen in 2021, we find a significant increase for services in column 2. The sum of the
coefficients in the first and second row indicates that the correlation between import prices
and employment rose from 8.2 percent to 13.6 percent in 2021.

Columns 3 and 4 run the same regression but with the change in wages on the left-hand
side. Consistent with the substitution channel, we find a significant and positive correlation
between changes in input prices and changes in wages. A 10 percent increase in input prices
is associated with a 0.7 percent increase in wages in the goods sector and a 0.2 percent
increase in wages in the services sector. Summing the coefficients within each column, both
correlations strengthened in 2022 to 1.6 percent and 1.2 percent, respectively.

6.1.2 Competition Effect and Amplification

We next turn to providing evidence for the competition effect and for amplification. We
estimate a reduced-form version of (28)

∆ ln(Pit) = β1∆ lnWit+β2∆ lnAit+β3∆ lnPit,input+β4∆ lnPit,imp+αXit+δi+ψt+ϵit, (32)
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where as before the difference operator indicates four quarter changes. Note that in this
regression β1 to β4 cannot be interpreted as structural coefficients since we only have industry-
level data. We run the baseline regression as well as a version interacted with a dummy for
2021.

As in the previous section, Pit denotes the PPI. The terms Wit and Pit,input are wages and
the input price index, respectively, and seek to capture changes in industry marginal costs.
We construct industry-level labor productivity, Ait, using industries’ real value added from
the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA). While the BLS provides disaggregated industry-
level productivity measures, these are only available at an annual basis and with significant
delay. We obtain quarterly real value added for 50 2-digit and 3-digit industries from the
BEA, and divide by each industry’s number of workers from the QCEW to obtain real value
added per worker. For each 6-digit NAICS industry in our sample, we assign the real value
added per worker of the corresponding 2-digit or 3-digit industry. We run an unrestricted
regression where the coefficients on wages and productivity are allowed to differ, but examine
a restricted regression below where β1 + β2 = 0, as in the theory.

The term ∆ ln(Pit,imp) picks up the effect of competition on U.S. firms’ price setting.
Since we use industry-level data we do not have domestic competitors’ prices within the same
industry. We will therefore estimate the effect of competition on U.S. producer prices using
only an industry’s foreign competitors’ prices. These are given by the import price index
Pit,imp constructed above. In contrast to the imported input price index, which is a weighted
average of import prices across all industries that provide inputs to i, the competitors’ price
index is simply the import price index of industry i, e.g., the price of imported cars for the
car industry.

The controls Xit include the same workforce composition controls as before. Finally, δi
is an industry fixed effect and ψt is a time fixed effect. The latter picks up any aggregate
variation that affects all industries, such as changes in aggregate inflation expectations or
general business cycle trends. We estimate our regression specification (32) separately for
goods and for services. Our regressions use Driscoll-Kraay standard errors with bandwidth
two quarters to account for cross-sectional and time series correlation.

We first run the baseline regression for the goods sector, i.e., traded industries. Table 5
shows our regression results. To start, column 1 presents the coefficients from specification
(32) for the entire sample period 2013:Q1 - 2021:Q3. Since different industries have different
degrees of import penetration, we multiply the foreign competitors’ price index, Pimp,it, by
the industry’s import share, si, in 2013. Focusing first on the coefficient on the import price
index in the first row, we find that for an industry with the average import share of 31
percent, a 10 percent increase in import prices leads to an increase in producer prices of
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0.7 percent. The following coefficients show a positive and significant correlation between
producer prices and input costs. A 10 percent increase in input prices is associated with
a 3.1 percent rise in producer prices. We also find a positive pass-through from wages to
producer prices, although the effect is small. A 10 percent increase in wages is associated
with a 0.3 percent rise in producer prices. This small pass-through from wages to prices in
the goods sector is consistent with earlier work (Heise et al. (2022)). Finally, productivity
improvements have a negative impact on producer prices, as expected.

We next turn to providing some evidence of the foreign competition effect and amplifica-
tion. The foreign competition effect implies that U.S. producer prices should have become
more strongly correlated with foreign competitors’ prices in the recent period since all firms
are experiencing similar shocks due to global supply chain disruptions. Therefore, U.S. firms
can raise their prices by more without losing market share. The amplification result implies
that the pass-through from wages and input prices to producer prices should have increased
in 2021. Since the cost of both input factors rose at the same time in that year, the inflation
impact should be larger. To analyze these predictions, in column 2 we re-run the regression
but interact the variables with a dummy for the year 2021. Turning first to the coefficient
on foreign competitors’ price changes, we find support for the hypothesis that U.S. and for-
eign firms’ price changes have become more synchronized. The correlation between foreign
competitors’ prices and U.S. producer prices was around 5 percent in an industry with the
average import share in the pre-2021 period, but rose to around 20 percent in 2021.

We next turn to amplification. As we have shown, inflation picked up significantly in 2021,
and we have argued that simultaneous wage and input price changes lead to a stronger pass-
through into producer prices and inflation. We find support for this hypothesis. Both wages
and input prices have become more correlated with producer prices in 2021. In particular,
a 10 percent rise in input prices was associated with a 2.4 percent rise in producer prices in
the pre-2021 period, but led to a 3.9 percent increase in 2021. Even more strikingly, we find
that the entire positive correlation between wage changes and producer prices is accounted
for by 2021. While in earlier years the pass-through from wages to producer prices was
insignificant, it rose to 13.8 percent in 2021.

To test for amplification more directly, in column 3 we run the specification with addi-
tional non-linear marginal cost terms using (29). This specification includes an interaction
term between wage changes and input prices changes, an interaction between productivity
and input price changes, and squared wage and input price terms. We interact all terms
with dummies for 2021 to examine changes in the coefficients.13 We find a positive and
highly significant effect of the product of wage and input price changes on producer prices

13We show only a subset of the regression coefficients in Table 5.
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Table 5: Pass Through for Goods, 2013:Q1 - 2021:Q3

(1) (2) (3) (4)
∆ ln(pit) ∆ ln(pit) ∆ ln(pit) ∆ ln(pit)

si ×∆ ln(pit,imp) 0.223∗∗∗ 0.174∗∗∗ 0.174∗∗∗ 0.158∗∗∗
(0.044) (0.024) (0.024) (0.023)

si ×∆ ln(pit,imp)× Year=20 0.098∗∗
(0.044)

si ×∆ ln(pit,imp)× Year=21 0.477∗∗∗ 0.499∗∗∗ 0.504∗∗∗
(0.157) (0.163) (0.151)

∆ ln(pit,input) 0.309∗∗∗ 0.236∗∗∗ 0.245∗∗∗ 0.284∗∗∗
(0.028) (0.025) (0.026) (0.031)

∆ ln(pit,input)× Year=20 -0.093∗∗
(0.035)

∆ ln(pit,input)× Year=21 0.158∗∗∗ 0.046 -0.117
(0.026) (0.034) (0.108)

∆ ln(Wageit) 0.029∗ 0.011 0.008 -0.004
(0.016) (0.013) (0.011) (0.012)

∆ ln(Wageit)× Year=20 0.053∗
(0.028)

∆ ln(Wageit)× Year=21 0.127∗∗∗ -0.076 -0.044
(0.023) (0.046) (0.038)

∆ ln(Wageit)×∆ ln(pit,input) -0.287 -0.414
(0.237) (0.312)

∆ ln(Wageit)×∆ ln(pit,input)× Year=20 -0.320
(0.476)

∆ ln(Wageit)×∆ ln(pit,input)× Year=21 1.863∗∗∗ 1.951∗∗∗
(0.287) (0.348)

∆ ln(Wageit)×∆ ln(pit,input)× HH × Year=20 1.264∗∗
(0.611)

∆ ln(Ait) -0.154∗∗∗ -0.150∗∗∗ -0.149∗∗∗ -0.140∗∗∗
(0.026) (0.025) (0.024) (0.031)

Time Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Worker Composition Yes Yes Yes Yes
Nonlinear Effects No No Yes Yes
R2 0.134 0.151 0.154 0.157
Observations 10038 10038 10038 10038
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in 2021. Moreover, once this term is included in the regression, the 2021 interaction terms
on wages and input prices become insignificant. This result suggests that the interaction
between wages and input prices can completely explain the pick-up in the pass-through of
costs in 2021.

The non-linear regression results indicate a positive and significant interaction effect in
2021, but not for earlier years. As shown in Table 3, changes in wages and input prices
were small until 2021, and the changes were virtually uncorrelated until 2020. This could
explain the lack of an effect in prior years if smaller changes have a lower pass-through.
As a robustness check, we next exploit the high correlation between wage and input price
shocks in 2020, and construct dummies for whether an industry was in the top quartile of
the wage change distribution and in the top quartile of the input price change distribution in
that year. For industries that exhibited large changes in wages and input prices, we should
pick up an interaction effect. Column 4 re-runs our non-linear specification with additional
interactions for 2020, where the interaction between wages, input price changes, and the
2020 dummy is additionally interacted with a dummy for whether an industry was in the
top quartile of both the wage and the input price change distribution. We call this dummy
“HH”. The positive and significant coefficient on the quadruple interaction with the “HH”
dummy indicates that there was a positive and significant interaction between wage changes
and input price changes for this group of industries. This finding is consistent with our
hypothesis that both large and positively correlated shocks are needed.

In Appendix C, we perform several additional robustness checks of our findings. First,
our structural equation (28) indicates that the effect of wages and productivity on prices
should be of equal and opposite sign. We therefore run a constrained regression which
imposes this requirement. Second, we introduce a proxy for domestic competitors, using the
prices of the more aggregated 4-digit NAICS industry, to attempt to capture the competition
that is missing from our baseline analysis. Third, we attempt to control for demand shocks
by re-running our regression with 3-digit NAICS industry by quarter fixed effects. This
specification absorbs all factors that are common to the same 3-digit industry and quarter,
and identifies our coefficients of interest from variation within broad industries. If demand
shocks are common within 3-digit industries, then the remaining variation can be attributed
to the shocks we focus on. The results in Appendix C indicate that our results continue to
hold with these alternative specifications.

We next turn to services and show analogous results in Table 6. By definition, these
industries are not directly affected by foreign competitors’ prices and we therefore omit this
variable here. However, these industries can still be indirectly affected by imported input
prices. Column 1 shows that there is a significant and positive correlation of both input
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Table 6: Pass Through for Services, 2013:Q1 - 2021:Q3

(1) (2) (3)
∆ ln(pit) ∆ ln(pit) ∆ ln(pit)

∆ ln(pit,input) 0.095∗∗∗ 0.094∗∗∗ 0.094∗∗∗
(0.011) (0.016) (0.015)

∆ ln(pit,input)× Year=21 0.004 0.071∗
(0.026) (0.037)

∆ ln(Wageit) 0.108∗∗∗ 0.069∗∗ 0.069∗∗
(0.034) (0.029) (0.031)

∆ ln(Wageit)× Year=21 0.174∗∗∗ 0.358∗∗∗
(0.044) (0.106)

∆ ln(Wageit)×∆ ln(pit,input) -0.019
(0.184)

∆ ln(Wageit)×∆ ln(pit,input)× Year=21 -0.890∗∗∗
(0.277)

∆ ln(Ait) -0.030 -0.030 -0.029
(0.019) (0.018) (0.018)

Time Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes
Industry Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes
Worker Composition Yes Yes Yes
Nonlinear Effects No No Yes
R2 0.046 0.050 0.055
Observations 5242 5242 5242

prices and wages with producer prices. A 10 percent increase in input prices is associated
with a 1 percent rise in producer prices on average. Similarly, a 10 percent rise in wages is
associated with a 1.1 percent increase in producer prices. Column 2 shows that, in contrast
to the goods sector, there was no increase in input price pass-through in 2021 for the services
sector. However, the correlation between wages and prices rose significantly. A 10 percent
rise in wages is associated with price growth of 0.7 percent in the earlier years, but with a 2.4
percent rise in prices in 2021. This rise in correlation between wages and producer prices is
consistent with the model, since the substitution towards labor and domestically produced
intermediates in particular in the goods sector drives up wages at the same time as prices
rise.

The last column shows that the coefficient on the interaction between wages and input
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prices is actually negative in services in 2021. This absence of an amplification effect in
services is consistent with the model because the substitutability between labor and inter-
mediates in services is low, and hence there is no change in substitution patterns when both
labor and intermediates’ costs rise. While we find a negative and significant effect on the
interaction, we know from column 2 that the overall effect of 2021 is to increase the correla-
tion of wages with producer prices, while the correlation between intermediate input prices
and producer prices stays unchanged.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have developed and calibrated a DSGE model to quantify the effects of
supply chain and labor market disruptions on inflation. Our analysis delivers three key
insights: first, supply chain disruptions on their own can generate significant wage and price
inflation due to the substitution from imported intermediates to domestic labor (substitution
effect). Second, the marginal cost shock to foreign competitors shifts production from foreign
producers to domestic ones, increasing demand for domestic inputs and labor, which raises
price and wage inflation (foreign competition effect). Third, a joint supply chain and labor
disutility shock has an amplified effect on inflation because the joint shock to labor and
imported input prices makes substituting between labor and intermediates less effective
for domestic firms. Moreover, the simultaneous foreign competition shock allows domestic
producers to increase their pass-through into prices without losing market share. Since firms
cannot shift towards foreign producers to mitigate the increase in costs, demand for domestic
inputs and labor remains high, which may lead to an overheating of the labor market. Using
disaggregated industry-level data, we provide empirical support for our predictions in the
goods sector.

We use our framework to analyze the effectiveness of monetary policy in the face of
supply- versus demand-driven shocks. For demand-driven shocks, our model suggests that it
is better to raise interest rates early, i.e., to be ahead of the curve, to contain inflation early on.
This policy can avoid relatively high interest rates later and avoids an associated recession.
In contrast, for supply chain disruptions and labor disutility shocks, a less aggressive policy
is advantageous in our model. The supply shocks generate a substantial boost in labor
demand due to the substitution towards domestic inputs. If the central bank follows a more
aggressive policy rule, the model shows that the economy contracts and the boost to labor
demand is substantially diminished.

Our analysis helps shed light on the changing dynamics of inflation. We interpret the
supply chain disruptions during the COVID-19 pandemic as a partial reversal of disinflation-
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ary effects of globalization on U.S inflation. Better and more interconnected supply chains
and improvements in trade allowed firms to substitute between labor and imported labor-
intensive intermediate inputs in the past decades, thus cushioning any cost shock due to one
of the two input factors. Moreover, foreign competition in output markets affected firms’
pricing decisions significantly. The pandemic-related disruptions weakened firms’ ability to
optimize across domestic and imported input factors, raised demand for domestic inputs and
labor, and increased firms’ pricing power. These effects contributed significantly to the rise
in inflation and the overheating of the labor market.
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Appendix

A Theory

In this section we derive the main equations of the theoretical model in Section 3.

A.1 Households

A.1.1 Consumption-Savings Problem

Here, we derive the solution to the household consumption-savings problem. The first-order
condition with respect to consumption implies

E0Bt0(Ct −Ht)
−σ = λtPf,t. (33)

The first-order condition for assets is, for any state,

λtQt+1 = λt+1,

which can be re-written as

Bt0(Ct −Ht)
−σ

Pf,t
Qt+1 =

Bt+1
0 (Ct+1 −Ht+1)

−σ

Pf,t+1

Qt+1 = βt
(Ct+1 −Ht+1)

−σ

(Ct −Ht)−σ
Pf,t
Pf,t+1

.

Taking expectations on both sides yields

Et[Qt+1] =
1

1 +Rt

= βtEt

[
(Ct+1 −Ht+1)

−σ

(Ct −Ht)−σ
Pf,t
Pf,t+1

]
,

which is the Euler equation. Rewriting Ht in terms of previous consumption

1

1 +Rt

= βtEt

[
(Ct+1 − hCt)

−σ

(Ct − hCt−1)−σ
Pf,t
Pf,t+1

]
. (34)

A.1.2 Labor and Wage Setting

Households supply labor to a labor bundler, whose problem is

max
ℓst

{W s
t L

s
t −
ˆ 1

0

W s,τ
t ℓs,τt dτ}.
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This problem implies the standard demand equation shown in the text,

ℓs,τt =

(
W s,τ
t

W s
t

)−ηs

Lst ,

where

W s
t =

(ˆ 1

0

(W s,τ
t )1−η

s

)1−ηs

.

Since the labor supply to each sector is additive, we can solve the wage setting problem
separately for each sector. Household τ ’s wage setting problem for sector s is

max
W s,τ

t

E0

∞∑
t=0

Bt0
{
(Ct − hCt−1)

−σ

Pf,t
W s,τ
t ℓs,τt − κst

1 + φ
(ℓs,τt )1+φ − ψw

2

(
W s,τ
t

W s,τ
t−1

− 1

)2

Lst

}
, (35)

where the first term uses the marginal utility of consumption, λt = Bt0(Ct − Ht)
−σ/Pf,t,

from the household problem (33) to translate wage income into utility. Plugging in for labor
demand ℓs,τt we get

max
W s,τ

t

E0

∞∑
t=0

Bt0
{
(Ct − hCt−1)

−σ

Pf,t
(W s,τ

t )1−η
s

(W s
t )
ηsLst

− κst
1 + φ

(W s,τ
t )−η

s(1+φ)(W s
t )
ηs(1+φ)(Lst)

1+φ − ψw
2

(
W s,τ
t

W s,τ
t−1

− 1

)2

Lst

}
.

(36)

The first order condition of this problem is

(ηs − 1)
(Ct − hCt−1)

−σ

Pf,t
(W s,τ

t )−η
s

(W s
t )
ηsLst = κstη

s(W s,τ
t )−η

s(1+φ)−1(W s
t )
ηs(1+φ)(Lst)

1+φ

− ψw

(
W s,τ
t

W s,τ
t−1

− 1

)
1

W s,τ
t−1

Lst + Etβtψw

(
W s,τ
t+1

W s,τ
t

− 1

)(
W s,τ
t+1

W s,τ
t

)
1

W s,τ
t

Lst ,

(37)

Since in equilibrium there is perfect risk sharing, we have W s,τ
t = W s

t . Defining the real
wage as wst ≡ W s

t /Pf,t, we obtain

(ηs − 1)(Ct − hCt−1)
−σwstL

s
t = κstη

s(Lst)
1+φ − ψwπ

s,w
t (1 + πs,wt )Lst + Etβtψwπ

s,w
t+1(1 + πs,wt+1)L

s
t ,

(38)
where 1 + πs,wt = W s

t /W
s
t−1. Rearranging, we obtain

(ηs − 1)(Ct − hCt−1)
−σwst = κstη

s(Lst)
φ − ψwπ

s,w
t (1 + πs,wt ) + Etβtψwπ

s,w
t+1(1 + πs,wt+1). (39)

If there are no adjustment frictions, then the real wage is a markup over the ratio of the
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disutility of labor and the marginal utility of consumption.

A.2 Final Output Firm

Profit maximization within each sector implies demand for each differentiated product j of

ysf,t(j) =

(
P s
f,t(j)

P s
f,t

)−θ

Y s
f,t,

where the sectoral price index is

P s
f,t =

(ˆ 1

0

P s
f,t(j)

1−θdj

) 1
1−θ

.

Profit maximization across sectors yields the relative demand for each sector s aggregate

Y s
f,t =

γst
γs

′
t

P s′

f,t

P s
f,t

Y s′

f,t. (40)

From the production function, Yf,t = (Y M
f,t )

γMt (Y S
f,t)

γSt , we can substitute for Y S
f,t from the

previous equation and solve for Y M
f,t as a function of total output:

Yf,t = Y M
f,t

(
γSt
γMt

)γSt (PM
f,t

P S
f,t

)γSt

,

and hence

Y M
f,t = (γMt )γ

S
t (γSt )

−γSt (PM
f,t)

−γSt (P S
f,t)

γSt Yf,t

= (γMt )1−γ
M
t (γSt )

−γSt (PM
f,t)

−γSt (P s
f,t)

γSt Yf,t.
(41)

This expression gives the demand for the manufacturing output as a function of total final
output.

The cost function of the final output firm is

C(Yf,t) = PM
f,tY

M
f,t + P S

f,tY
S
f,t. (42)
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Plugging in for Y S
f,t from (40), we obtain

C(Yf,t) = PM
f,tY

M
f,t +

γSt
γMt

PM
f,tY

M
f,t

=
1

γMt
PM
f,tY

M
f,t .

(43)

Plugging (41) into the cost function, we get

C(Yf,t) =

(
1

γMt

)γMt ( 1

γSt

)γSt
(PM

f,t)
γMt (P S

f,t)
γSt Yf,t. (44)

Therefore, we can define the aggregate price index as

Pf,t =

(
1

γMt

)γMt ( 1

γSt

)γSt
(PM

f,t)
γMt (P S

f,t)
γSt . (45)

We can obtain the aggregate inflation rate as a function of the sectoral inflation rates.
Dividing (45) by Pf,t−1, we get

1 + πt = Θt(γ)(1 + πMt )γ
M
t (1 + πSt )

γSt , (46)

where πt = (Pf,t/Pf,t−1)− 1 is the inflation rate and

Θt(γ) ≡
(γMt−1)

γMt−1(γSt−1)
γSt−1

(γMt )γ
M
t (γSt )

γSt
(PM

f,t−1)
γMt −γMt−1(P S

f,t−1)
γSt −γSt−1 (47)

is an adjustment factor that takes into account that the shares of goods and services can
fluctuate. In steady state, Θt(γ) = 1. Hence, aggregate inflation is a combination of inflation
in the two sectors.

Finally, using equation (41), total spending in sector s is

P s
f,tY

s
f,t = (γst )

1−γst (γs
′

t )
−γs′t (P s

f,t)
γst (P s′

f,t)
γs

′
t Yf,t

= γstPf,tYf,t,
(48)

where the second line follows from (45). Therefore, demand for product j as a function of
final output is

ysf,t(j) =

(
P s
f,t(j)

P s
f,t

)−θ

Y s
f,t = γst

(
P s
f,t(j)

P s
f,t

)−θ(
Pf,t
P s
f,t

)
Yf,t. (49)
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A.3 Retailers

Retailers face producer prices P s
x,t(j, i) for their input from industry i. Cost minimization

implies that retailers have demand for each industry i of

xst(j, i) =

(
P s
x,t(j, i)

P s
x,t(j)

)−ν

ysf,t(j), (50)

where

P s
x,t(j) =

(ˆ 1

0

P s
x,t(j, i)

1−νdi

) 1
1−ν

(51)

is the producer price index faced by retailer j.
The retailers are monopolistic competitors, taking price indices as given, and face final

demand from (7) of

ysf,t(j) = γst

(
P s
f,t(j)

P s
f,t

)−θ(
Pf,t
P s
f,t

)
Yf,t. (52)

Retailers face a quadratic adjustment cost of γst
ψp

2
(
P s
f,t(j)

P s
f,t−1(j)

− 1)2Pf,tYf,t. Their real profits
are

Πs
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s
f,t(j)

1−θ(P s
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−θ(P s
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ψp
2

(
P s
f,t(j)

P s
f,t−1(j)

− 1

)2

Yf,t,
(53)

where psx,t(j) ≡ P s
x,t(j)/Pf,t are real marginal costs. The firms’ maximization problem is

max
P s
f,t+k(j)

Et

{ ∞∑
k=0

Bt+kt

(
U ′(Ct+k)

U ′(Ct)

)[(
P s
f,t+k(j)

P s
f,t+k

− psx,t+k(j)
Pf,t+k
P s
f,t+k

)
γst+kP

s
f,t+k(j)

−θ(P s
f,t+k)

θYf,t+k

− γst
ψp
2

(
P s
f,t+k(j)

P s
f,t+k−1(j)

− 1

)2

Yf,t+k

]}
.

(54)

Under the assumption that all retailers are symmetric, the solution to the maximization
problem is

γst (θ − 1)
Yf,t
P s
f,t

= γst θp
s
x,t

(
Pf,t
P s
f,t

)
Yf,t
P s
f,t

− γstψp

(
P s
f,t

P s
f,t−1

− 1

)
1

P s
f,t−1

Yf,t

+ βtψpEt

[
γst+1

(Ct+1 −Ht+1)
−σ

(Ct −Ht)−σ

(
P s
f,t+1

P s
f,t

− 1

)(
P s
f,t+1

P s
f,t

)
1

P s
f,t

Yf,t+1

]
,

(55)
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which becomes

(θ − 1) = θ
psx,t
psf,t

− ψp(1 + πst )π
s
t + βtψpEt

[
γst+1

γst

(Ct+1 − hCt)
−σ

(Ct − hCt−1)−σ
Yf,t+1

Yf,t
(1 + πst+1)π

s
t+1

]
, (56)

where πst = P s
f,t/P

s
f,t−1 − 1, and psf,t = P s

f,t/Pf,t.

A.4 Intermediate Goods Firms

A.4.1 Firm and Industry Demand

In this section, we derive the demand faced by producer k. Given price P s
x,t(j, i, k), the first

order condition for demand of firm k’s output is

(N s)
1

1−µxst(j, i, k)
− 1

µ

Ns
D∑

k=1

xst(j, i, k)
µ−1
µ +

Ns
F∑

k=1

xst(j, i, k)
µ−1
µ


µ

µ−1
−1

= P s
x,t(j, i, k),

implying

xst(j, i, k) =

(
P s
x,t(j, i, k)

P s
x,t(j, i, k

′)

)−µ

xst(j, i, k
′).

Plugging this expression into the aggregator (11) and re-arranging, we get

xst(j, i, k) = (N s)
µ

µ−1

Ns
D∑

k=1

P s
x,t(j, i, k)

1−µ +

Ns
F∑

k=1

P s
x,t(j, i, k)

1−µ


µ

1−µ

P s
x,t(j, i, k)

−µx
s
t(j, i)

N s
.

Thus, the demand faced by firm k is

xst(j, i, k) =

(
P s
x,t(j, i, k)

P s
x,t(j, i)

)−µ
xst(j, i)

N s
, (57)

where

P s
x,t(j, i) = (N s)

1
µ−1

Ns
D∑

k=1

P s
x,t(j, i, k)

1−µ +

Ns
F∑

k=1

P s
x,t(j, i, k)

1−µ

 1
1−µ

,

and P s
x,t(j, i, k) = P s

x,t(j, i) = P s
x,t(j) in a completely symmetric equilibrium.

A.4.2 Roundabout Production Technology

In this section, we describe the roundabout production technology and derive the sectoral
demand for domestic intermediates.
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The domestic inputs are assembled using all industries’ output via a roundabout produc-
tion technology. The domestic input aggregate Zs

t (j, i, k) used by firm k in industry i for
retailer j in sector s combines inputs from the manufacturing and service sector according
to

Zs
t (j, i, k) = (Zs,M

t (j, i, k))γ
M
t (Zs,S

t (j, i, k))γ
S
t .

The sectoral aggregates are in turn combined from all industries using

Zs,s′

t (j, i, k) =

[ˆ 1

0

zs,s
′

t (j, i, k, i′)
ν−1
ν di′

] ν
ν−1

,

where zs,s
′

t (j, i, k, i′) is the output from intermediate industry i′ in sector s′ used as input by
firm k in industry i in sector s. This output is produced by firms k′ in industry i′ according
to

zs,s
′

t (j, i, k, i′) = (N s)
1

1−µ

Ns
D∑

k=1

xst(j, i, k, i
′, k′)

µ−1
µ +

Ns
F∑

k=1

xst(j, i, k, i
′, k′)

µ−1
µ


µ

µ−1

.

The demand for producer (k′)’s output by industry i′ for use as intermediate is, as shown
in Appendix A.4.1 for the consumer side

zs,s
′

t (j, i, k, i′, k′) =

(
P s′
x,t(j, i

′, k′)

P s′
x,t(j, i

′)

)−µ
zs,s

′

t (j, i, k, i′)

N s
t

,

where P s′
x,t(j, i

′, k′) is the price charged by firm k′.
The demand for industry i′ as input for firm k in industry i in sector s for retailer j is

obtained from cost minimization as

zs,s
′

t (j, i, k, i′) =

(
P s′
x,t(j, i

′)

P s′
x,t(j)

)−ν

Zs,s′

t (j, i, k),

similar to the demand from retailers derived in (50), where P s′
x,t(j) is as before the producer

price index, which by symmetry is P s′
x,t. For the choice of inputs by sector, we have

Zs,s′

t (j, i, k) = γs
′

t

(
Px,dom,t
P s′
x,t

)
Zs
t (j, i, k), (58)

where

Px,dom,t =

(
1

γMt

)γMt ( 1

γSt

)γSt
(PM

x,t)
γMt (P S

x,t)
γSt (59)

is the domestic input price index.
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A.4.3 Producers’ Marginal Costs

Cost minimization across domestic and foreign intermediates implies

M s
t (j, i, k) = Zs

t (j, i, k)

(
P s
x,imp,t

Px,dom,t

)−ξ

.

Plugging this into the CES aggregator for domestic and foreign inputs, equation (15), yields

Ds
t (j, i, k) = Zs

t (j, i, k)(P
s
x,input,t)

−ξ(Px,dom,t)
ξ,

where
P s
x,input,t = [(Px,dom,t)

1−ξ + (P s
x,imp,t)

1−ξ]
1

1−ξ

is the input price index. It follows that

Zs
t (j, i, k) =

(
Px,dom,t
P s
x,input,t

)−ξ

Ds
t (j, i, k)

and

M s
t (j, i, k) =

(
P s
x,imp,t

P s
x,input,t

)−ξ

Ds
t (j, i, k).

The expenditure share on imported inputs is

P s
x,imp,tM

s
t (j, i, k)

P s
x,input,tD

s
t (j, i, k)

=
(P s

x,imp,t)
1−ξ

(P s
x,input,t)

1−ξ =
(P s

x,imp,t)
1−ξ

(Px,dom,t)1−ξ + (P s
x,imp,t)

1−ξ ≡ αs,

where αs is the import share in sector s.
Cost minimization across labor and intermediates implies

Lst(j, i, k) =
1

Λs
Aρs−1
t Ds

t (j, i, k)

(
W s
t

P s
x,input,t

)−ρs
.

Plugging this into the CES aggregator for labor and intermediates, equation (14), yields

xst(j, i, k) =
1

Λs
Dt(j, i, k)(P

s
x,input,t)

ρs(MCs
D,t)

−ρs ,

where

MCs
D,t ≡

[(
W s
t

At

)1−ρs
+ Λs(P

s
x,input,t)

1−ρs

] 1
1−ρs

. (60)
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It follows that the demand for the intermediate good is

Ds
t (j, i, k) = Λs

(
P s
x,input,t

MCs
D,t

)−ρs

xst(j, i, k). (61)

Similarly, the demand for labor is

Lst(j, i, k) = Aρs−1
t

(
W s
t

MCs
D,t

)−ρs

xst(j, i, k). (62)

Plugging these two expressions into the firm’s cost function yields

C(xst(j, i, k)) = WtL
s
t(j, i, k) + P s

x,input,tD
s
t (j, i, k)

=MCs
D,t · xst(j, i, k).

(63)

Thus, MCs
D,t are the firm’s marginal costs.

The share of labor in total costs is

λst =
Aρs−1
t (W s

t )
1−ρsMCρs

D,t(x
s
t(j, i, k))

Aρs−1
t (W s

t )
1−ρsMCρs

D,t(x
s
t(j, i, k)) + Λs(P s

x,input,t)
1−ρsMCρs

D,t(x
s
t(j, i, k))

=
(W s

t /At)
1−ρs

(W s
t /At)

1−ρs + Λs(P s
x,input,t)

1−ρs
.

(64)

This equation links the parameter Λs to the labor share in steady state, λs.

A.4.4 Price Setting Problem

In this section we find the solution for the firm’s profit maximization problem. We first derive
the firms’ effective elasticity of demand. We then solve the profit maximization problem and
obtain firms’ prices.

Demand Elasticity

Each producer faces final demand as well as demand for its output as inputs into other in-

dustries. Each retailer also demands some output γst
ψp
2
(πst )

2Yf,t to cover its price adjustment
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cost. From the demand equation (12), each producer thus faces total demand of

xstot,t(j, i, k) =
1

N s

(
P s
x,t(j, i, k)

P s
x,t(j, i)

)−µ(P s
x,t(j, i)

P s
x,t(j)

)−ν

×
(
ysf,t(j) + γst

ψp
2
(πst )

2Yf,t +

ˆ 1

0

∑
k′∈D

Zs,s
t (j, i′, k′)di′ +

ˆ 1

0

∑
k′∈D

Zs′,s
t (j, i′, k′)di′

)
,

where the first term is the final demand by the associated retailer, the second term are
the resources needed for price changes, and the third and fourth terms are the demands for
inputs by all other domestic firms in all other industries to produce for the retailer. Plugging
in the demand for inputs (58) we get

xstot,t(j, i, k) =
1

N s

(
P s
x,t(j, i, k)

P s
x,t(j, i)

)−µ(P s
x,t(j, i)

P s
x,t(j)

)−ν

×

(
γst

(
P s
f,t(j)

P s
f,t

)−θ(
Pf,t
P s
f,t

)
Yf,t + γst

ψp
2
(πst )

2Yf,t

+ γst

(
Px,dom,t
P s
x,t

) ˆ 1

0

∑
k′∈D

Zs
t (j, i

′, k′)di′ + γst

(
Px,dom,t
P s
x,t

)ˆ 1

0

∑
k′∈D

Zs′

t (j, i
′, k′)

)
.

We denote by Zs
t (j) ≡

´ 1
0

∑
k′∈D Z

s
t (j, i

′, k′)di′ the demand of inputs to produce for retailer
j in sector s to re-write

xstot,t(j, i, k) =
1

N s

(
P s
x,t(j, i, k)

P s
x,t(j, i)

)−µ(P s
x,t(j, i)

P s
x,t(j)

)−ν

×

(
γst

(
P s
f,t(j)

P s
f,t

)−θ(
Pf,t
P s
f,t

)
Yf,t

+ γst
ψp
2
(πst )

2Yf,t + γst

(
Px,dom,t
P s
x,t

)
Zs
t (j) + γst

(
Px,dom,t
P s
x,t

)
Zs′

t (j)

)
.

(65)

Each producer faces an effective elasticity of demand of

Est (j, i, k) ≡ −
d log xstot,t(j, i, k)

d logP s
x,t(j, i, k)

= µ− (µ− ν)
∂ logP s

x,t(j, i)

∂ logP s
x,t(j, i, k)

.

From the definition of an industry’s price index (13), we have that

∂ logP s
x,t(j, i)

∂ logP s
x,t(j, i, k)

=
P s
x,t(j, i, k)

1−µ∑Ns
D

k=1 P
s
x,t(j, i, k)

1−µ +
∑Ns

F
k=1 P

s
x,t(j, i, k)

1−µ
. (66)
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We can define a firm’s market share as

Sst (j, i, k) ≡
P s
x,t(j, i, k)x

s
tot,t(j, i, k)∑Ns

D

k′=1 P
s
x,t(j, i, k

′)xstot,t(j, i, k
′) +

∑Ns
F

k′=1 P
s
x,t(j, i, k

′)xstot,t(j, i, k
′)

=

(
1

N s

)
P s
x,t(j, i, k)

1−µ

P s
x,t(j, i)

1−µ .

(67)

Using this expression, we can re-express the demand elasticity as

Est (j, i, k) = µ− (µ− ν)Sst (j, i, k) = µ(1− Sst (j, i, k)) + νSst (j, i, k). (68)

Thus, the firm’s demand elasticity is a weighted average of the within-industry and across-
industry elasticities of substitution.

Prices

Producer k in industry i in sector s sets prices P s
x,t(j, i, k) to solve

max
P s
x,t(j,i,k)

[P s
x,t(j, i, k)−MCs

D,t]x
s
tot,t(j, i, k),

where xstot,t(j, i, k) is given by (65). The first-order condition of this problem is

[(1− µ)P s
x,t(j, i, k)

−µ + µP s
x,t(j, i, k)

−µ−1MCs
D,t]P

s
x,t(j, i)

µ−νP s
x,t(j)

ν

+

[
(µ− ν)P s

x,t(j, i, k)
−µP s

x,t(j, i)
µ−ν−1P s

x,t(j)
ν
∂P s

x,t(j, i)

∂P s
x,t(j, i, k)

]
[P s
x,t(j, i, k)−MCs

D,t] = 0.

The derivative of the price index is equal to

∂P s
x,t(j, i)

∂P s
x,t(j, i, k)

=

(
1

N s

)(
P s
x,t(j, i, k)

P s
x,t(j, i)

)−µ

= Sst (j, i, k)
P s
x,t(j, i)

P s
x,t(j, i, k)

,

where we have used equation (66) and the expression for the market share (67). Plugging
in, the first-order condition becomes

(1− µ)P s
x,t(j, i, k) + µMCs

D,t + (µ− ν)Sst (j, i, k)[P
s
x,t(j, i, k)−MCs

D,t] = 0,

which can be rearranged to

P s
x,t(j, i, k) =

µ− (µ− ν)Sst (j, i, k)

(µ− 1)− (µ− ν)Sst (j, i, k)
MCs

D,t.
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Using the definition of the demand elasticity, the producer price is thus

P s
x,t(j, i, k) =

Est (j, i, k)
Est (j, i, k)− 1

MCs
D,t, (69)

which can be re-written with real marginal costs by dividing both sides by Pf,t. We will
denote by P s

D,x,t the price of a domestic producer and by P s
F,x,t the price of a foreign producer.

A.5 Aggregation

In this section we derive the aggregate resource constraints. Using equation (65) and sym-
metry of producers of the same origin, each domestic producer supplying retailer j faces
total demand of

xstot,t(j, i, k) =
1

N s

(
P s
D,x,t

P s
x,t

)−µ
(
γst

(
Pf,t
P s
f,t

)
Yf,t

+ γst
ψp
2
(πst )

2Yf,t + γst

(
Px,dom,t
P s
x,t

)
Zs
t (j) + γst

(
Px,dom,t
P s
x,t

)
Zs′

t (j)

)
.

We aggregate across domestic producers and integrate across industries and retailers, and
use Yf,t = Ct, to get gross output by domestic firms in sector s:

Y s
g,t =

N s
D

N s

(
PD,x,t
Px,t

)−µ
(
γst

(
Pf,t
P s
f,t

)
Ct + γst

ψp
2
(πst )

2Ct + γst

(
Px,dom,t
P s
x,t

)
Zs
t + γst

(
Px,dom,t
P s
x,t

)
Zs′

t

)
.

The demand for intermediates by domestic firm k can be derived as

Zs
t (j, i, k) =

(
Px,dom,t
P s
x,input,t

)−ξ

Ds
t (j, i, k)

= Λs

(
Px,dom,t
P s
x,input,t

)−ξ
(
P s
x,input,t

MCs
D,t

)−ρs

xstot,t(j, i, k).

Since only domestic firms demand domestic intermediates, we can obtain the total domestic
demand in sector s by summing across domestic firms and using symmetry to obtain

Zs
t = Λs

(
Px,dom,t
P s
x,input,t

)−ξ
(
P s
x,input,t

MCs
D,t

)−ρs

Y s
g,t.
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The total demand for labor by firm k is, from (62),

Lst(j, i, k) = Aρs−1
t

(
W s
t

MCs
D,t

)−ρs

xstot,t(j, i, k).

Aggregating across firms, industries, and retailers, we obtain

Lst = Aρs−1
t

(
W s
t

MCs
D,t

)−ρs

Y s
g,t.

A.6 Equilibrium Conditions

We now list the equilibrium conditions of the model. We incorporate here our assumption
that the services sector consists only of domestic firms, and will write mcSt = mcSD,t, and so
on.

Our equilibrium consists of 38 endogenous variables: Ct, ZM
t , ZS

t , πt, πMt , πSt , πM,w
t , πS,wt ,

pMf,t, pSf,t, pMx,t, pSx,t, pMD,x,t, pMF,x,t, mcMD,t, mcSt , mcMF,t, pMx,input,t, pSx,input,t, pMx,imp,t, pSx,imp,t, px,dom,t,
wMt , wSt , LMt , LSt , Yg,t, Y M

g,t , Y S
g,t, At, κMt , κSt , Rt, SMD,t, SMf,t, γMt , γSt , and βt.

We have the following conditions that describe the system:

1. Euler equation:

(Ct − hCt−1)
−σ = βEt

[
1 +Rt

1 + πt+1

(Ct+1 − hCt)
−σ
]

(70)

2. Demand for domestic intermediates:

Zs
t = Λs(px,dom,t)

−ξ(psx,input,t)
ξ−ρs(mcsD,t)

ρsY s
g,t (71)

3. Aggregate inflation:
1 + πt = Θt(γ)(1 + πMt )γ

M
t (1 + πSt )

γSt (72)

4. Sectoral inflation:

(θ− 1) = θ
psx,t
psf,t

−ψp(1+πst )π
s
t +βψpEt

[
γst+1

γst

(Ct+1 − hCt)
−σ

(Ct − hCt−1)−σ
Ct+1

Ct
(1+πst+1)π

s
t+1

]
(73)

5. Sectoral wage inflation:

1 + πs,wt =
wst
wst−1

(1 + πt) (74)
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6. Sectoral prices:

psf,t = psf,t−1

1 + πst
1 + πt

(75)

7. Retailers’ real marginal costs in the goods sector

pMx,t = (NM)
1

µ−1

(
NM
D (pMD,x,t)

1−µ +NM
F (pMF,x,t)

1−µ
) 1

1−µ

(76)

8. Retailers’ real marginal costs in the services sector

pSx,t =
µ− (µ− ν)SSt

(µ− 1)− (µ− ν)SSt
mcSt (77)

9. Domestic manufacturer’s price

pMD,x,t =
µ− (µ− ν)SMD,t

(µ− 1)− (µ− ν)SMD,t
mcMD,t (78)

10. Foreign manufacturer’s price

pMF,x,t =
µ− (µ− ν)SMF,t

(µ− 1)− (µ− ν)SMF,t
mcMF,t (79)

11. Domestic producers’ real marginal costs:

mcsD,t =

[(
wst
At

)1−ρs
+ Λs(p

s
x,input,t)

1−ρs
] 1

1−ρs

(80)

12. Foreign goods producers’ real marginal costs:

ln(mcMF,t+1) = (1− ωF ) ln(mc
M
F ) + ωF ln(mcMF,t) + ϵFt+1 (81)

13. Relative input price index:

psx,input,t =

[
(px,dom,t)

1−ξ + (psx,imp,t)
1−ξ
] 1

1−ξ

(82)

14. Relative domestic input price index:

px,dom,t =

(
1

γMt

)γMt ( 1

γSt

)γSt
(pMx,t)

γMt (pSx,t)
γSt (83)
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15. Sectoral labor supply:

(ηs − 1)(Ct − hCt−1)
−σwst = κstη

s(Lst)
φ − ψwπ

s,w
t (1 + πs,wt ) + βtψwEtπ

s,w
t+1(1 + πs,wt+1)

(84)

16. Sectoral labor demand

Lst = Aρs−1
t

(
wst

mcsD,t

)−ρs

Y s
g,t (85)

17. Goods market clearing:

Y M
g,t =

NM
D

NM

(
pMD,x,t
pMx,t

)−µ{
γMt

(
1

pMf,t

)
Ct

+ γMt
ψp
2
(πMt )2Ct + γMt

(
px,dom,t
pMx,t

)
ZM
t + γMt

(
px,dom,t
pMx,t

)
ZS
t

} (86)

18. Services market clearing:

Y S
g,t = γSt

(
1

pSf,t

)
Ct + γSt

ψp
2
(πSt )

2Ct + γSt

(
px,dom,t
pSx,t

)
ZM
t + γSt

(
px,dom,t
pSx,t

)
ZS
t (87)

19. Aggregate market clearing:
Yg,t = Y M

g,t + Y S
g,t (88)

20. Domestic firm market shares in goods:

SMD,t =

(
1

NM

)
(pMD,x,t)

1−µ

(pMx,t)
1−µ (89)

21. Foreign firm market shares in goods:

SMF,t =

(
1

NM

)
(pMF,x,t)

1−µ

(pMx,t)
1−µ (90)

22. Technology process:
ln(At+1) = ωA ln(At) + ϵAt+1 (91)

23. Relative input price process:

ln(psx,imp,t+1) = (1− ωP ) ln(p
s
x,imp) + ωP ln(psx,imp,t) + ϵP,st+1, (92)
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24. Labor disutility shocks:

κst+1 = (1− ωκ)κ
s + ωκκ

s
t + ϵκ,st+1 (93)

25. Monetary policy:

Rt = ϱRt−1 + (1− ϱ)R + (1− ϱ)[Φππt + Φy(ln(Yf,t)− ln(Yf ))] + ϵMt (94)

26. Discount factor process:

ln(βt+1) = (1− ωβ) ln(β) + ωβ ln(βt) + ϵβt+1 (95)

27. Goods share process:

ln(γMt+1) = (1− ωγ) ln(γ
M) + ωγ ln(γ

M
t ) + ϵγ,Mt+1 (96)

28. Services share process:
γSt = 1− γMt (97)

A.7 Price Change Equation

The change in the markup, d lnMt(j, i, k) is given by

d lnMt(j, i, k) = d ln [µ− (µ− ν)Sst (j, i, k)]− d ln [(µ− 1)− (µ− µ)Sst (j, i, k)]

=

[
− µ− ν

µ− (µ− ν)Sst (j, i, k)
+

µ− ν

(µ− 1)− (µ− ν)Sst (j, i, k)

]
× ∂Sst (j, i, k)

∂ logSst (j, i, k)
d lnSst (j, i, k)

=
(µ− ν)Sst (j, i, k)

[µ− (µ− ν)Sst (j, i, k)] [(µ− 1)− (µ− ν)Sst (j, i, k)]

×
[
(1− µ)d lnP s

x,t(j, i, k)− (1− µ)d lnP s
x,t(j, i)

]
=

Sst (j, i, k)[
µ

µ−ν − Sst (j, i, k)
] [

1− µ−ν
µ−1

Sst (j, i, k)
] [d lnP s

x,t(j, i)− d lnP s
x,t(j, i, k)

]
= −Γt(j, i, k)

[
d lnP s

x,t(j, i, k)− d lnP s
x,t(j, i)

]
,
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where Γt(j, i, k) = −(∂ lnMt(j, i, k)/∂ lnP
s
x,t(j, i, k)) ≥ 0 is the elasticity of the markup with

respect to a firm’s own price. From

Γt(j, i, k) =
Sst (j, i, k)[

µ
µ−ν − Sst (j, i, k)

] [
1− µ−ν

µ−1
Sst (j, i, k)

] , (98)

it follows that Γt(j, i, k) = 0 if Sst (j, i, k) = 0.
Finally, the derivative of the markup elasticity with respect to the market share S(i, j)

is given by

dΓt(j, i, k)

dSst (j, i, k)
=[

µ
µ−ν − Sst (j, i, k)

] [
1− µ−ν

µ−1
Sst (j, i, k)

]
+
[
1− µ−ν

µ−1
Sst (j, i, k)

]
+ µ−ν

µ−1

[
µ

µ−ν − Sst (j, i, k)
]

{[
µ

µ−ν − Sst (j, i, k)
] [

1− µ−ν
µ−1

S(i, j)
]}2 > 0.
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B Additional Quantitative Results

B.1 Additional Results

In this section, we present some additional results from the quantitative analysis.
Figure A.1 shows the impulse responses to our calibrated labor disutility shock in iso-

lation. The first row of panels shows that the shock raises the domestic input price. The
second row illustrates that labor demand falls in both goods and in services by about 0.3
percent and 0.5 percent at its peak, respectively, as described in the calibration. The increase
in labor demand raises the real wage in particular in services, where the disutility shock is
larger, as shown in the third row. The rise in real wages leads to a relative shift from labor
towards domestic intermediates in services. Foreign firms gain market share as a result of
the higher domestic costs and gross output contracts. The last row shows that the shock
raises wage inflation by slightly above 1 percentage point and price inflation by about 0.7
percentage point.

Figure A.2 shows the amplification as a function of the elasticity of substitution be-
tween domestic and imported intermediate inputs, ξ, similar to Figure 9 in the main text.
This elasticity has a more moderate effect, but still increases amplification from 0.5 to 0.6
percentage point for price inflation and for 1 to 1.2 percentage point for wage inflation.
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Figure A.1: Effect of Labor Disutility Shock Only

Source: Author’s calculations. Figure shows the effect of a shock to labor disutility on key variables. Each panel shows the
percent deviation of a variable from its steady state value against the number of quarters passed since the initial shock. For
wage and price inflation and the market share, we show percentage point changes from steady state. For the consumption
share of goods we show its actual value.

Figure A.2: Amplification on Impact: Sensitivity to µ

Source: Author’s calculations. Figure plots the difference between the impulse responses of consumer price inflation and
average wage inflation for the joint shock relative to the impulse response of the summed separate shocks on impact (the
difference between the red and the black line from Figure 8 in quarter one) as a function of ξ.
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B.2 Heterogeneous Labor

In this section, we consider an extension of the baseline model where we allow for two types
of labor in both sectors: high-skilled (H) and low-skilled (L). To incorporate heterogeneous
labor, we modify the firms’ production function (14) to

xst(j, i, k) =

[
(AtL

sH
t (j, i, k))

ϑs−1
ϑs + Λ

1
ϑs
s (Ξst(j, i, k))

ϑs−1
ρs

]ϑs/(ϑs−1)

,

where LsHt is high-skilled labor used in sector s, and Ξst is a composite of low-skilled labor,
LsLt and intermediates

Ξst(j, i, k) =

{
Ds
t (j, i, k)

ρs−1
ρs + (AtL

sL
t (j, i, k))

ρs−1
ρs

} ρs
ρs−1

.

Here, ρs now represents the elasticity of substitution between low-skilled labor and interme-
diates.

We set the constant Λs to match the labor share in each sector in steady state, which is
now given by a modified version of (24)

λs =
W sLLsL(j, i, k) +W sHLsH(j, i, k)

W sLLsL(j, i, k) + P s
i,inputD

s(j, i, k) +W sHLsH(j, i, k)

=
Λs(W

sL/A)1−ρs(P s
W )ρs−ϑs + (W sH/A)1−ϑs

Λs(P s
W )1−ϑs + (W sH/A)1−ϑs

,

where P s
W is the composite price index of intermediates and low-skilled labor,

P s
W,t ≡

{
(P s

i,input,t)
1−ρs + (W sL

t /At)
1−ρs

} 1
1−ρs .

On the household side, the utility function is modified to capture the four types of labor

U τ =
1

1− σ
(Cτ

t −Ht)
1−σ −

∑
o∈{L,H}

κMo
t

1 + φ
(ℓMo,τ
t )1+φ −

∑
o∈{L,H}

κSot
1 + φ

(ℓSo,τt )1+φ,

where the disutility parameter for each sector s and labor type o follows an exogenous process
of the form (1). The budget constraint becomes

Cτ
t Pf,t + btB

τ
t +Qt+1A

τ
t+1 ≤

∑
o∈{L,H}

WMo,τ
t ℓMo,τ

t +
∑

o∈{L,H}

W So,τ
t ℓSo,τt +Bτ

t−1 + Aτt + Pf,tΠ
τ
t .
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Households’ labor of type o in sector s is combined via a Dixit-Stiglitz aggregator

Lsot =

[ˆ 1

0

(ℓso,τt )
ηs−1
ηs dτ

]ηs/(ηs−1)

.

The household’s wage setting problem now implies the wage setting equation

(ηs− 1)(Ct−hCt−1)
−σwsot = κsot η

so(Lsot )
(1+φ)−1−ψwπ

so,w
t (1+πso,wt )+Etβtψwπ

so,w
t+1 (1+πso,wt+1 )

for each sector and labor type.
We calibrate ρs as in the baseline. We set ϑs = 1.5 in both sectors to capture that there

is a relatively low elasticity of substitution between intermediates and high-skilled labor.
We set the disutility parameter κSL = 1, and set the other disutilities to match the wage
gaps between low- and high-skilled labor and between manufacturing and services from the
QWI. We define low-skilled workers as those with at most a high-school degree and high-
skilled workers as those with at least some college. The wage gaps are wML/wSL = 1.28,
wSH/wSL = 1.68, and wMH/wSL = 1.97.

We simulate the model with a joint imported input, labor disutility, and foreign com-
petitor shock as in the main text. We assume that the labor disutility shock only affects
low-skilled labor, reflecting workers’ inability to work remotely in these sectors during the
pandemic. The first panel in the first row of Figure A.3 shows the disutility shock to low-
skilled goods and services labor. We assume a larger shock than in the baseline since only one
type of labor is affected. The second row shows that there is a shift towards domestic labor
as in the baseline model, but relatively less so for low-skilled services, which experienced the
largest disutility shock. In the third row, we find that real wages strongly increase in low-
skilled services and goods, while real wages in high-skilled goods and services are relatively
unchanged. The final row shows that price inflation is around 2 percent in this extended
model as in the baseline. Overall, the patterns are qualitatively similar to the baseline, but
generate heterogeneous responses of real wages.
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Figure A.3: Impulse Responses with Heterogeneous Labor

Source: Author’s calculations. Figure shows the effect of a joint disutility, input price, and competitor shock in the extended
model with heterogeneous labor. Each panel shows the percent deviation of a variable from its steady state value against the
number of quarters passed since the initial shock. For wage and price inflation and the market share, we show percentage point
changes from steady state. For the consumption share of goods we show its actual value.
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C Additional Empirical Results

In this section, we show additional regression results to explore the robustness of our baseline
specification (32) in the goods sector.

C.1 Constrained Regression

One concern with our findings in the main text is that we did not impose the restriction
that the coefficient on the wage and the coefficient on labor productivity are of equal and
opposite signs, as implied by the theory. We therefore re-run our baseline regression (32),
but impose the restriction β1 + β2 = 0. The results, in column 1 of Table A.1, are similar to
those in the main text. In the second column, we additionally include interactions with 2021.
We also interact productivity with a 2021 dummy, and impose the additional constraint that
the coefficients on the wage and productivity terms interacted with 2021 are of equal and
opposite signs. We still find that the correlation of wages with prices increases in 2021, as
in the baseline.

C.2 Domestic Competitors

One issue with our findings in the main text is that we do not control for domestic competi-
tors. Some of the correlation of prices with input costs and wages could be due to a response
to domestic competitors’ price changes. While our industry-level data do not permit us to
take into account within-industry competition, we construct a measure of domestic competi-
tion using the price index at the more aggregated 4-digit NAICS industry level. Specifically,
we compute for each 6-digit industry a 4-quarter producer price change of the associated 4-
digit industry in each quarter by taking a weighted average across the 4-quarter PPI changes
of all associated 6-digit industries, using total shipments in 2021 as weight. We include the
resulting variable ∆ ln(pPPI4it ) in the regression, interacted with industry i’s domestic share,
1− si. To be consistent, we construct the foreign competitors’ price change analogously.

The results in column 1 of Table A.2 still indicate a positive correlation of prices in
the goods sector with input prices, wages, and foreign competitors’ prices. In addition
to that, we also find a positive correlation with our proxy for domestic competitors. In
column 2, we further add interactions with 2021 and find that pass-through of input prices
and wages increased in that year, as before. While we do find a strengthening correlation of
producer prices with foreign competitors’ prices, we do not find a similar strengthening of the
correlation with domestic competitors’ prices. Column 3 presents our non-linear specification
results. As before, we find a positive and significant interaction between wage changes and
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input price changes in 2021.

C.3 Regression With Shift in Demand

A concern with our analysis is that while we focus on changes in input costs, demand factors
could also be responsible for our findings. To examine whether an increase in demand could
be behind our results, we re-run our baseline analysis in the goods sector with time-by-3-
digit NAICS industry fixed effects. These fixed effects sweep out any variation that occurs
at the broad 3-digit industry level. If demand shocks affect all industries that are part of a
broader 3-digit aggregate equally, then the remaining variation is due to supply factors. Since
the productivity measure is at most at the 3-digit level, this regression does not separately
identify a productivity effect.

Column 1 of Table A.3 shows pass-through coefficients very similar to those in our baseline
regression. Thus, most of the variation we pick up is due to variation within 3-digit industries.
Column 2 shows that as before we find a significant pick-up in the correlation between
domestic prices, wages, and input prices in 2021. The final column shows the results from
the non-linear specification. As in the baseline, we find a significant and positive interaction
effect in 2021.
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Table A.1: Pass Through for Traded Industries with Constraints, 2013:Q1 - 2021:Q3

(1) (2)
∆ ln(pit) ∆ ln(pit)

si ·∆ ln(pit,imp) 0.225∗∗∗ 0.177∗∗∗
(0.027) (0.024)

si ·∆ ln(pit,imp)× Year=21 0.469∗∗∗
(0.117)

∆ ln(pit,input) 0.315∗∗∗ 0.241∗∗∗
(0.023) (0.018)

∆ ln(pit,input)× Year=21 0.144∗∗∗
(0.055)

∆ ln(Wageit) 0.095∗∗∗ 0.079∗∗∗
(0.010) (0.009)

∆ ln(Wageit)× Year=21 0.104∗∗
(0.046)

∆ ln(Ait) -0.095∗∗∗ -0.079∗∗∗
(0.010) (0.009)

∆ ln(Ait)× Year=21 -0.104∗∗
(0.046)

Time Fixed Effects Yes Yes
Industry Fixed Effects Yes Yes
Worker Composition Yes Yes
Observations 10,038 10,038

Notes: The table shows the results from running the baseline regression (32) but imposing that β1 +β2 = 0. The first
column shows the results for the baseline regression. The second column includes interactions for 2021.
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Table A.2: Pass Through for Domestic Competitors, 2013:Q1 - 2021:Q3

(1) (2) (3)
∆ ln(pit) ∆ ln(pit) ∆ ln(pit)

si ×∆ ln(pPPI4
it,imp) 0.239∗∗∗ 0.173∗∗∗ 0.164∗∗∗

(0.051) (0.019) (0.017)

si ×∆ ln(pPPI4
it,imp)× Year=21 0.551∗∗∗ 0.588∗∗∗

(0.133) (0.132)

(1− si)×∆ ln(pPPI4
it ) 0.555∗∗∗ 0.502∗∗∗ 0.461∗∗∗

(0.025) (0.039) (0.043)

(1− si)×∆ ln(pPPI4
it )× Year=21 0.057 0.008

(0.045) (0.040)

∆ ln(pit,input) 0.123∗∗∗ 0.094∗∗∗ 0.126∗∗∗
(0.019) (0.019) (0.019)

∆ ln(pit,input)× Year=21 0.084∗∗∗ -0.049
(0.018) (0.066)

∆ ln(Wageit) 0.033∗∗ 0.013 0.005
(0.016) (0.012) (0.010)

∆ ln(Wageit)× Year=21 0.161∗∗∗ 0.082∗∗∗
(0.016) (0.028)

∆ ln(Wageit)×∆ ln(pit,input) -0.602∗∗
(0.247)

∆ ln(Wageit)×∆ ln(pit,input)× Year=21 0.740∗∗
(0.301)

∆ ln(Ait) -0.088∗∗∗ -0.090∗∗∗ -0.084∗∗∗
(0.013) (0.015) (0.016)

∆ ln(Ait)× Year=21 0.012 -0.040
(0.035) (0.047)

Time Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes
Industry Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes
Worker Composition Yes Yes Yes
Nonlinear Effects No No Yes
R2 0.228 0.238 0.242
Observations 10,322 10,322 10,322

Notes: The table shows the results from running the baseline regression (32) but incorporating an additional control
for the price change of domestic competitors, ∆ln(pPPI4

it ), constructed as the weighted average PPI change of the
corresponding 4-digit NAICS industry. We interact this price change with the domestic share, 1−si. The first column
shows the results for the baseline regression. The second column includes interactions for 2021. The final column
adds an interaction between wage changes and intermediate input price changes.
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Table A.3: Pass Through with Time-by-Industry Fixed Effects, 2013:Q1 - 2021:Q3

(1) (2) (3)
∆ ln(pit) ∆ ln(pit) ∆ ln(pit)

si ·∆ ln(pit,imp) 0.202∗∗∗ 0.161∗∗∗ 0.161∗∗∗
(0.041) (0.028) (0.028)

si ·∆ ln(pit,imp)× Year=21 0.401∗∗∗ 0.416∗∗∗
(0.142) (0.151)

∆ ln(pit,input) 0.304∗∗∗ 0.231∗∗∗ 0.271∗∗∗
(0.055) (0.042) (0.047)

∆ ln(pit,input)× Year=21 0.167∗∗∗ -0.050
(0.060) (0.099)

∆ ln(Wageit) 0.027 0.009 0.003
(0.019) (0.016) (0.011)

∆ ln(Wageit)× Year=21 0.112∗∗∗ -0.038
(0.018) (0.056)

∆ ln(Wageit)× ln(pit,input) -0.616∗
(0.345)

∆ ln(Wageit)×∆ ln(pit,input)× Year=21 1.886∗∗∗
(0.415)

Time by 3-digit Industry Fixed Effects Yes Yes Yes
Worker Composition Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.062 0.075 0.078
Observations 10,038 10,038 10,038

Notes: The table shows the results from running the baseline regression (32) but replacing quarter and 6-digit NAICS
industry fixed effects by quarter-by-3-digit NAICS fixed effects. The first column shows the results for the baseline
regression. The second column includes interactions for 2021. The final column includes an interaction between wage
changes and intermediate input price changes.
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